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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submission relates to are as follows
(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole plan

 

My/our submission is that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined.

 

 

Reasons: See document below (pages 3 - 12)

 

l/we support the I/we support in part the I/we opposethe

Private Plan Change O Private Plan Change O Private Plan Change

 

The decision I/we seek from the Council is that:

Private Plan Change28 should be declined.

If Private Plan Change28 is to be approved, amendas specified in the document
below (seerelief — p13).
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Introduction:

The Maitai Valley and The Maitai River are our Taonga. The requested Plan Change would

alter the very nature of our much loved ‘Maitai’ and thus the decision to oppose or support

the developmentis a critical one that could have a profoundinfluence on shaping the future

of Nelson.

| oppose PPC28 and requestthat the Commissioners recommendthatit should not

proceed.| firmly believe that the proposed development would have an overwhelmingly

negative environmental impact and adversely affect the physical and mental wellbeing of

most current and future Nelson residents. |

Summary of negative impacts and objections to PPC 28:

A - Adverseaffects for the Maitai River: It would degrade the Maitai River with sediment
and contaminated stormwater and aggravate flooding risks downstream in Nelson City. The
planned extensive engineered modifications to the Maitai/Kakaalluvial floodplain would

permanently destroy the ecologically critical nature of thefertile valley floor. This is totally

inconsistent with Nelson’s policy objectives and our declared climate emergency, which
together should require restoration and enhancementof the sensitive alluvial flood plain

and wetlands rather than the planned extreme modification and destruction, that would

inevitably result in unacceptable river degradation.

B - Traffic: The proposed plan change would result in a massive permanentincreasein

traffic in the Maitai Valley which would irreversibly undermine its peaceful nature and

degradethe rural and recreational amenity of the area. The increasedtraffic would

compromisethe safety of other recreational and commuting road users, particularly

walkers, runners andcyclists.

At peak times, the increasedtraffic would create significant congestion, particularly at the

proposed newtraffic lights at the Nile St./Maitai Valley Road junction and at the one lane

Gibbs Bridge. This would adversely impactother road users.

Traffic using the proposedlink from SH6 could significantly increase this negative traffic

impact, potentially directing large volumesof through traffic via the Maitai Valley, along Nile

Street and past our schools. This has not been adequately assessed in the PPC and is

totally unacceptable asthis route is entirely unsuitable as an alternative highwaylink, even

on a temporary basis.
For many years or decades,the impacts of this increased traffic would be further

aggravated by construction traffic and the major earthworks and construction disruptions

associated with the subdivision construction phase,

C — Pollution: The new suburb and associated traffic would result in a significant

undesirable increasein air, water, noise andlight pollution in The Maitai Valley. This would

severely impact the amenity and safety of users of the nearby recreation reserves. The
possible requirement for storage of grey wateronsite, or beneath the adjacent reserves,

due to the inadequacyof the current infrastructure capacity, could lead to unacceptable,

unpleasant odourissues,further degrading the amenity of the area.

The additional pollution during the construction phase would severely aggravate pollution

impacts for years. with the inevitable unpleasant vibration of heavy machinery, increased

dust in the air and sedimentin the river. This construction pollution would result from the

extensive planned earthworks, the roading and housing construction as well as the
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infrastructure provision and upgrades. The construction phase could destroy the tranquillity

of The Maitai for a generation or more. This is not acceptable.

D — Landscape degradation: Urbanization of Kaka Valley would permanently transform

the unique peaceful rural landscape and visual amenity of the area. This would degrade the

most easily accessible ‘unspoilt’ area of our magnificent rural Maitai Valley. This most

highly valued area of Nelson’s green belt would becomea corridor to one more expanding

suburb andall future generations will be deprived of the peace andtranquillity it currently

affords.

The cost of degrading the primary area of Nelson’s ‘green belt’ has not been adequately

assessed by the proponents of the PPC.

E- Terrestrial biodiversity: Extensive urbanization of this rural habitat would have

significant negative implications for terrestrial biodiversity in the area. Extensiveartificial

modification and destruction of habitat, vastly increased humanactivity and the associated

noise andlight pollution would all negatively impact wildlife. Interruption of biodiversity

corridors could radically impact biodiversity in in the regenerating bush oneither side of the

PPC area. Studies to establish the prevalence of protected indigenous species, such as the

Maitai Gecko, on thesite and in the surrounding land has not been carried out. No site

works should be carried out until the implications for terrestrial biodiversity and the

importance of biodiversity corridors has been thoroughly assessed and appropriate

mitigation measures independently prescribed.

F.— Uncertain Plan, Unfair process and Inequitable costs: The PPC approach leaves

many of the technical site plan construction details and details of environmental impacts
and mitigation measuresto be worked out at the resource consent stage. These include

critical aspects such as planned earthworks, flooding impacts and biodiversity corridors.

Hencethere are insufficient details to allow proper assessmentof the implications of

rezoning. Thelikelihood that future resource consentswill be non-publicly notifiable means

that the public could be unfairly excluded from important decisionsthatwill affect them.

The financial cost to the community of infrastructure required to support the largely

unwanted developmentis unreasonable and inequitable. Current rates are already

becoming unaffordable for many Nelson residents and as PPC 28 was excluded from

Nelson’s latest Long-Term Plan (2021-2031) any additional costs associated with the PPC,

for rate payers, cannot bejustified.

G- Climate Change: PPC 28is inconsistent with our declared climate change emergency.

Intensification housing options should be exhausted before consideration of any

unsustainable rural rezoning. The proposed greenfield developmentwill severely impact the

environment.

In the current climate crisis, potentially high yielding, fertile rural land such as that located

on thealluvial terraces of the floor of Kaka Valley, should not be disturbed or built upon and

instead should be protected and enhanced with riparian plantings and preserved for the

potential necessity for food productionin the future.

Any housing proposed for construction on the floodplain will also be at an increasedrisk of

flooding in the future. |

With climate change considerationsit is also totally unacceptable to further aggravate the

risk of flooding for downstream populated areas in Nelson City, which are already facing

increasing flooding concerns.
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The planned development's transport and buildings would not be consistent with the

decarbonization pathways required to achieve net zero carbon. There are no existing public

transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private cars. There are no

reasonsto believe the proponents claimsthat potential new residents will be more likely to

walk or bike to town than from othersimilarly remote suburbs around Nelson, where the

vast majority of residents commutein private cars.

H — Wrongplace for housing: PPC 28 contravenes NCC policies (NUGS, FDS, NPSUD)

that prioritize intensification over the undesirable urban sprawl of greenfield developments.

| acknowledgethe need for affordable housing nationally and in the Nelson region, but

Kaka Valley is an inappropriate place for urban housing. The proposed housing is unlikely

to be realistically affordable particularly given the new requirements for geotechnical

assessments that have not been adequately considered in the PPC.

If Kaka Valley zone changesfrom rural to residential are permitted, there would likely be

future policy imperatives for furtherintensification of these newly residentially zoned areas

beyond the level identified in the PPC. Rezoning would also set a precedentthat increases

the likelihood of further urbanization in the Maitai, particularly in the already identified

‘Orchard Flats Development Area’. Both factors would result in further degradation of the
amenity, environment and ecologyof the Maitai. This reinforces the necessity to prevent the

currently proposed rezoning.

PPC 28is also premised on an overstated projection of housing demand.In fact, the most

up to date information (see HBA 2021) showsthat Nelson has sufficient capacity to meet

housing demandwithout any of the proposed housesin Kaka Valley, until at least 2039/40

or even beyond 2051 with NCC’s interim Housing Plan Change. This capacity issueis likely

to further improve with the future introduction of intensification legislation such as (or similar

to) the housing intensification bill currently being negotiated in parliament.

This type of greenfield developmentwith inevitable negative environmental impacts is also

inconsistent with our nationally and locally declared climate change emergency.

Kaka Valley is the worst possible site for a new greenfield development and would result in

a tragic net loss of amenity for Nelson, its residents and our visitors, The proposed Maitai

suburb would irreversibly degrade the appealand‘liveability’ of our beautiful ‘Smart Little

City’.

Reasons to oppose PPC 28detailed:

1. Maitai Valley’s treasured rural character and amenity threatened:

1.1 The Maitai Valley and Maitai River recreation reservesin this area are Taonga for

Nelson. The unique accessibility and rural nature of these reserves has ensuredtheir
popularity with past and current residents andvisitors of all ages. The area is enjoyed

equitably by all for a range of healthy outdooractivities including swimming, walking,

running, road and mountain biking, picnicking, family outings and team sports as well as

large and small school and community events. The Maitai plays a vital role in the health and

wellbeing of our community. The area contributes enormously to Nelson’s appeal as both a

great placeto live and anattractive holiday destination. The proposedprivate development

should not be allowed to negatively impactthis.
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1.2 This planned urbanization of Kaka Valley would forever adversely impact the Maitai

Valley’s highly valued rural character and amenity. As Nelson continues to grow and the

population living and working nearthe city centre increaseswith inevitable and preferable

intensification, this easily accessible peaceful rural amenity will only become ever more

valuable. The cost of destroying the peaceful nature of this area has not been assessedin

the PPC.

1.3 The recreational amenity of the nearby reserves,parks,trails and swimming holeswill

be severely negatively impacted by the proposed development. The cost of undermining

this in terms of the mental and physical well-being of current and future Nelson residents

andthe cost of degrading this magnificent easily accessed stretch of green belt on our city’s

fringe for both residents and visitors has not been adequately addressed or assessed.

1.4 The construction phase of the planned new developmentwill severely increase the

adverse impacts on the recreational, landscape and visual amenity of the neighbouring

reserves for many years or decades. Given the importance of these reserves for the good

physical and mental health of the Nelson community, this degree and duration of additional

disruption cannot bejustified.

1.5 PPC 28is also not consistent with the NRMPrural greenbelt policy DO15.1.3 that

states, ‘Adverse effects on existing rural character and amenity values should be avoided,

remedied or mitigated in the Maitai Valley... in order to maintain a greenbelt...”.

2. Lack of robust public Consultation supporting Urbanization of the Maitai.

2.1 Previous generations of Nelsonians and Councils have alwaysvalued the rural amenity

and succeededin protecting this stretch of the Maitai Valley from the ravishes of

urbanization.

2.2 The last thorough public consultation that addressed urbanization of the Maitai Valley-

The 2006 Urban Growth Strategy (UGS) — concluded that the community was

overwhelmingly opposed - only 9% of 1422 responses supported greenfield developmentin

the Maitai Valley.

2.3 In contrast to UGS-2006 the 2019 Future Developmentstrategy (FDS) thatfirst

identified Kaka Valley and Orchard Flats as potential future areas for urbanization was a

result of a seriously flawed consultation. Feedback regarding urban developmentin the

Maitai was received from only 4 people — which given the more than 1000 relevant

responsesin the previous consultation (UGS 2006) — should have beena ‘red flag’

indicating a failed consultation. This should not have been ignored by NCC. The degree of

this failure Is highlighted by the now 12000+ strong petition from people objecting to the

proposed urbanization of The Maitai. The scale of this current petition indicates the Nelson

Community’s level of sensitivity and opposition to all of the undesirable aspects associated

with the PPC. This too should not be ignored.

2.4 The reason for the FDS’s poorlevel of response clearly stemmedfrom failure to give

the community sufficiently clear information about the scopeof the consultation orit’s

potential to influence future developmentin the Maitai Valley.
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Moreover, Kaka Valley was omitted from thelist of ‘main areas’ for development and the

Maitai Valley was not referenced by namein eitherthe first or second round of the FDS

consultation (in contrast to other clearly named and defined areas).

2.5. This totally negates the validity of the 2019 FDS with regards to Kaka Valley

urbanization potential, particularly given that the terms Kaka Valley and Orchard Flats were

namesnot previously commonly knownorassociated with the Maitai.

2.6 A complaint has beenfiled with the Ombudsman about the 2019 FDS consultation

process and a requested Judicial review of the FDSis currently on hold pending progress

with a replacement FDS scheduled for publication in 2022.

2.7 Multiple references are made throughout the PPCto the FDS,with it purportedly giving

validity to the proposed development in Kaka Valley. Given the flawed FDS consultation

process and the resulting unreasonably weak responselevel(4 relevant submissions) the

PPC should be declined on the basis that the last robust consultation (2006 UGS)illustrates

overwhelming public opposition to Urbanization of the Maitai.

2.8 Alternatively, consideration of the PPC should be delayed pending a robustsite-specific

public consultation and/or completion of the 2022 FDS — with resulting rejection of the plan

change request unless a consensusfor urbanization is established by a majority of

submitters. Without this, support of PPC 28 undermines our democratic principles. Such

disregard for democracy hasthe potential to foster discontent and distrust of the local

authority and to exacerbate divisions in society, which together could generally undermine

the happiness and wellbeing of the Nelson community. ;

3. Disrespect for our treasured Maitai River — Te Mana o te Wai?

3.1 The proponents of the PPC 28 havestated that particular care and attention has been

given to the adoption of sensitive environmental design principles to achieve the goals of Te

Mana o te Wai. This is not true.

3.2 PPC 28 requires drastic and invasive earthworksto allow housing development on the

upperpart of the Kaka/Maitai floodplain whilst maintaining floodplain storage capacity

neutrality,

3.3 To achieve this and to prevent the Maitai river from inundating its natural floodplain, the

developers intend to cut into the bankof the Maitai River, extensively excavate the lower

part of the floodplain and balance that againstthefilling and raising of approximately half of

the floodplain area above the 1% AEPlevel. This upper terrace of the valley floor is part of

the development area earmarked for higher density housing.

3.4 This is illustrated in the diagram below taken from the Infrastructure and Flooding

Report — Fig. 5.3 in Attachment C7 of the PPC.
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3.5 This methodology is confirmed on p67 of the PPC whereit states that,’... careful

consideration has also been given keeping the floodplain storage capacity neutral. The

primary methodto achieve this neutrality has been to lowerpart of the flood plain and

balancethat againstthe filling of the developmentarea’.

3.6 The PPCalso plansto alter the course of Kaka Stream, which will become a conduit to

discharge stormwater from the huge subdivision into the Maitai river at Denneshole.

3.7 These extreme planned floodplain modifications are totally inconsistent with

environmental and climate change concerns.

3.8. Radical modification of the Maitai River and its floodplain constitutes absolute

disrespect for the river and does not represent ‘Te Mana o te Wai’.

3.9 These changesalso contravene andaretotally inconsistent with NRMP Policy D017.12

- which calls for the protection of the natural characterof rivers, their margins and wetlands

from inappropriate subdivision and development. It also states that Council recognises that
the need to protect natural values may limit development opportunities. This is particularly

pertinent to PPC 28.

3.9.1 The extensive planned modifications to the bank of the Maitai river, the Maitai/Kaka
floodplain and the course of Kaka stream are so extreme that they would be impossible to

mitigate and hence must be avoided. Urbanization ofthefertile valley floor terraces of Kaka

Valley should not be permitted.

4. Contaminated stormwater:

4.1 Stormwater from the large proposed urban subdivision in Kaka Valley will be discharged

to Kaka stream, the Maitai River and the wetlands of Kaka Valley.

4.2 According to a local freshwater expert, 5-10% of New Zealand households regularly
breach stormwater managementprotocols by discarding chemical contaminants such as

paint, oil, and harsh cleaning chemicals into drains.
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4.3 This is supported by the provisions detailed in NRMP DO19.18.i (see below) which
identifies that rivers downstream of urban areas are degraded, asthefirst flush of

stormwatertypically contains large quantities and a wide variety of contaminants.

4.4 The proposed subdivision with its roads, houses and extensive area ofartificial sealed
surfaces would result in an enormousincrease in the volume of stormwater, much

inevitably contaminated, flowing into Kaka Stream and subsequently to the Maitai river and

downstream to the Haven and Tasman Bay.

4.5 The developers havestated on p.48 of the PPC that they intend to manage stormwater

as follows:

Passfirst flush ofall site generated stormwater through constructed vegetated treatment

devices prior to discharge to Kaka Stream, existing wetlands or Maitai River. First flush to

be based on treating 80-85% ofmean annual volume or stormwaterresulting from 3-month

ARIrainfall event.

This is totally inadequate as it confirms that contaminated unfiltered stormwater would
regularly flow, from the proposed development, into the Maitai river degrading the water

quality downstream.

4.6 This would adversely impact the sensitive ecology of the Maitai River and Haven and

the recreational amenity of the popular downstream swimmingholes, particularly Dennes,

Black and Girlies holes.

5. Water quality degradation policy

5.1 These planned activities also contravene and are inconsistent with NRMPpolicy DO19
that governs dischargesto freshwater & freshwater quality. This policy and its objectives

are summarized below:

NRMPpolicy DO19 indicates that water quality in rivers is strongly linked to activities in

their surrounding catchments. It details how urban stormwatercontains contaminants which

have an adverse effect on water quality and the ecologyof the river, which in turn

negatively impacts the sensitive estuaries they dischargeto.It identifies that water quality is

a key factor in the health of terrestrial as well as aquatic ecosystems and that activities

which reduce waterquality also reduce the mauri(life force) of the water body.It states that

healthy rivers are valued for ecological, recreational, cultural and spiritual reasons and that

the entire region benefits from having unpolluted swimming holes and an unpolluted

ecological habitat. To achieve the objectives ofthis policy, it calls for avoiding further

degradation and instead carrying out restoration and enhancementworkonpriority rivers.

The lower and mid reaches of The Maitai river are specifically identified as high priority for

waterquality improvement becauseofit’s recreational use for swimming.

5.2 With the detailed provisions summarizedasfollowing:

DO19.1.8.i — confirms that stormwater discharged from urbanareastypically contains

a widevariety of contaminants.
DO19.1.8.ii — details that “first flush” of stormwater discharged from urban areasafter a
rainstorm will contain large quantities of contaminants.

DO19.1.ii States that healthy water bodies are highly valued and that the entire region
benefits from the having good quality river habitat and from having unpolluted
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swimmingholes.It calls for avoiding degradation of priority rivers and streamsthat

should be identified for enhancementorrestoration.

DO19.1.4 - Requires that Class C water bodies including the mid and lower reaches of

the Maitai and its tributaries should be upgraded.

DO19.1.4.i and ii - Class C rivers are moderately affected by humanactivity such as runoff

from roads andstreets and other similar effects arising from concentrated urban

activities.

DO19.1.4.ili and iv - Upgrading to Class B requires a reduction in contaminants such as

sediment runoff from paved surfaces and faecal matter. It acknowledgesthat

Improvements in water quality will have benefits for the receiving marine environmentin

Nelson Haven.

DO19.1.6.ii — Specifically identifies the mid and lower reaches of The Maitai River as

high priority for improvementto raise it from Class C to Class B water quality

particularly becauseit is valued for swimming,with the first priority to avoid further

degradation.

5.3 Clearly as detailed in the above NRMPpolicy, the proposed urbanization of Kaka Valley

will inevitably result in degrading the water quality downstream of the subdivision with

contaminated stormwater, particularly in rain storm events wherethefirst flush stormwater
managementfiltering provisions would be quickly exceeded. This directly contravenes the

objectives of the NRMP 10.19 which specifically calls for improvementof this section of the
Maitairiver.

5.4 Thus urbanization and the proposed plan change should not be permitted in Kaka

Valley as it would not be possible to adequately prevent urban generated contaminated

storm water from degrading water quality in the Maitai River.

6. Sedimentation:

6.1 The extensive earthworks associated with the proposed development would inevitably

result in excessive sediment loads downstream in the Maitai and the Haven, which would

significantly impact water quality and subsequently the river ecology and recreational

amenity of the swimming holes. This would be particularly significant during periods of

heavy rain where this sediment would combine with contaminated stormwaterto further
degrade waterquality.

6.2. The planned excavation of the lowerpart of the floodplainis likely to create on-going

problems with sedimentation. This is particularly pertinent because of the minimal natural

height of this area abovethe river — see photosbelowillustrating normal range ofthe river

level relative to the Kaka Valley floodplain river bank. Any lowering of this area would lead
to frequent flooding which would complicate and retard the successful establishment of

riparian plantings.
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6.2a — Photo looking North at Kaka Valley from near the Cricket ground — wet day (23/09/2021)

 
6.2b - Photo looking North at Kaka Valley from near the Cricket ground - dry day (09/09/2021)

 

6.3 Sedimentation risk management regimes, as required by resource consentprovisions

for greenfield subdivisions, are alwayslimited in their ability to prevent river contamination

during periods ofsignificant rainfall.

The photo below illustrates sedimentation measures being breached on anothersubdivision

in the Nelson region after a recent moderate rainstorm.
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6.3a — photoillustrating typical construction sediment control measures being breached.

 

 
The beautiful rural Maitai Valley and the sensitive ecology and highly valued recreational

amenity of the Maitai River downstream of Kaka Valley should not be degraded bythis style
of destructive greenfield subdivision.

7. Flooding:

7.1 Of extreme concernis the potential for this narrowing of the floodplain to accelerate

flood water, which in combination with the increased stormwaterrunoff from the new suburb

is likely to increase the risk of flooding downstream in central Nelson. The planned
realignment and any engineered containment of Kaka stream designed to prevent

inundation of the new developmentwill further aggravate this increased flooding affect.

7.2. Many Nelson City residents are alreadyliving in flood prone areas and any plan

change that causesan increasedflood risk is not acceptable. Climate changeislikely to

further aggravate flooding in the future.

7.3. The downstream flood impact, including the influence of climate change, has not been

acknowledged or assessed by PPC 28.

7.4. The housing proposed to be located on the valley floor of Kaka Valley will also be at

risk of flooding. This is particularly relevant as flood modelling is based on a 100-yearrain

event (1%AEP), which will be increasingly likely to be exceeded, given the deteriorating

climate changesituation.

This flood risk for potential new residents is not equitable as it is proposed that the more

affordable housing will be located on the floodplain area of the Kaka valley floor.

8. Whole of Catchment- affects and connections:

8.1 In keeping with established National policy, when consideringriver issues,it is

important to consider a whole-catchment approach that recognizes the physical, ecological,

cultural, and social affects and connections throughout the catchment.
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8.2. The PPC proposes extreme and dangerousriver modifications, which would aggravate

stormwater and sediment contamination issues andalter flood patterns in the Matai River.

These impacts would degrade water quality, reduce recreational amenity and increase risk

for residents and property downstream. This would result in negative physical, ecological,

social and cultural affects.

8.3. These adverse effects render PPC 28 inconsistent with the National Policy for Fresh

Water Management 2020 (NPFWS 2020). In particular it does not comply with the principle

of Te Mana o te Wai, and it inadequately addresses fresh water effects in a whole-of-

catchment way, with regards to the effects on the receiving environment of the Maitai River.

The proposedplanfails to comply with the requirements to protect the habitats of

indigenous freshwater species and fails to comprehensively identify and adequately protect

the inland wetlands of the developmentarea, particularly given their stated intension to

discharge stormwater to these sensitive water bodies.

8.4. The Draft Nelson Plan is currently on hold, but it is understood that the Nelson Plan will

have strengthened provisions for the protection of the natural character and the ecology of

freshwaterbodies.It is thus likely that the planned modifications to the Maitai/Kaka Valley

alluvial floodplain and the adverse stormwater and sedimentation issues outlined above,will

contravenethe objectives of the new Nelson Plan.

8.5. The negative river impacts of the development would undermine years of tremendous

community effort towards enhancementof the Maitai River, particularly by the Friends of

the Maitai and Maitai Valley landowners.It is also at odds with the excellent restoration

workin the Maitai Valley being carried out by Ngati Koata and NCC aspart of the

governmentfunded Project Mahitahi.

8.6 It is disappointing and notable that the current owners/potential developers of Kaka

Valley, in contrast to most other Maitai Valley landowners, have not carried out any riparian

planting on their bank of the Maitai river or along Kaka stream (see photos above). This is

cause for concern regarding the proponents environmental values and intentions to
responsibly considerthe river and terrestrial ecology downstream and ontheir land.

8.7 In order to protect the natural values of the Maitai River and the Maitai/Kaka floodplain,

absolutely no urban developmentshould be permitted on thefertile alluvial valley floor.

Plus, no excavation or engineered modification of The Maitai River bank or river bed should

be allowed. This is also imperative to be consistent with the climate change emergency.
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Relief

1. Decline PPC 28.

2. If PPC 28 is to be approved, then makethe following changes:

a. No excavation, in-filling or engineered modifications to be carried out on the

Maitai/Kaka floodplain up to at least the current 1 % AEPlevel.
b. No realignment of Kaka Stream

c. No housing to be permitted on the floodplain.

d. Only permit the Northerly facing land on the Atawhaiside of the ridgeline to be

rezoned from rural to residential

e. Permit rezoning of the less fertile sloping rural land (above the floodplain terraces) on

the Kaka/Maitai Valley side of the ridgeline to be rezonedrural — high density small

holdings. Suggest: Minimum lot size - 1 hectare, Maximum no.oflots — 50.

f. Covenants to preventfurther future subdivision within the PPC 28 area and to

forever preservethe rural nature and amenity of the area.

g. No through roadlinking SH6 to The Maitai Valley.
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WAKA KOTAHI Level, Majestic centre
NZ TRANSPORT 100 Willis Street
AGENCY PO Box 5084, Lambton Quay

Wellington 6145

New Zealand

T 0800 699 000

www.nzta.govt.nz

8 December 2021 SS de©

Nelson City Council

ivic House, rafalgar Stree 7 _ 2 FLA

EdGN [agar Street % VE =

AQgos
Via email: submission@ncc.govt.nz

FORM 5

Submission on Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bay View

Pursuantto Clause 6 of thefirst Schedule of the Resource Management Act 1991

Section 1: Applicant Details:

To: CCKV Maitai Dev Co LP and Bay View Nelson Limited

C/- LandmarkLile

Email: mark@landmarklile.co.nz

Nameof Submitter: Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency

55 CollingwoodStreet

Nelson 7010

Addressfor Service: Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency

Attention: Lea O’Sullivan

Phone: 021 220 8608

Email: Lea.OSullivan@nzta.govt.nz

Section 2: Trade Competition Section:

Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency (Waka Kotahi) could not gain an advantage in trade competition throughthis

submission.

Section 3: Submission Details

Waka Kotahi does wishto be heard in supportof this submission. If others make a similar submission, Waka

Kotahi would consider presenting a joint case at any hearing.

Introductory Comments:

1. Waka Kotahi thanks the applicant for early engagement with Waka Kotahi on the concept of this plan

change in 2020 whenthefull application and supporting plans were notavailable for review. The Private

Plan Change request for the Maitahi Bay View Development (Maitahi) may impact on the ability of Waka

Kotahi to safely operate and maintain the State Highway 6 (SH6) north of Nelson —in particular, multi-modal

use of the Bay View Road State Highway 6 (SH6) intersection.

2. Although there will be significant effects on the local transport network linking Maitahi to the centralcity

and other nearby services, the Waka Kotahi submission focuses on the state highway effects with the

purposeof ensuring that the Waka Kotahi strategic outcomes(paragraphs 3-9 below)including the Road to

Zero outcomes (paragraphs 55-61) can be met.
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Waka Kotahi Statutory Functions, Powers and Responsibilities:

3. The Waka Kotahi statutory objective under the Land Transport Management Act 2003 (LTMA) is to

undertakeits functions in a way that contributes to an effective, efficient, and safe land transport system

in the public interest.

4. Waka Kotahi must carry out its functions in a way that delivers the transport outcomes set by the

Government which are provided in the Government Policy Statement on Land Transport 2021/22-2030/31

(GPS).

5. Waka Kotahi must give effect to the strategic outcomesset by the Government through the GPS. This sets

out four strategic priorities, which are relevantto this plan change:

e Safety: Developing a transport system wherenooneis killed or seriously injured.

e Better Travel Options: Providing people with better transport options to access social and economic

opportunities.

e Climate Change: Developing a low carbon transport system that supports emissions reductions, while

improving safety and inclusive access.

e Improving Freight Connections: Improving freight connections for economic development.

6. To deliver on the outcomes set by the GPS, Waka Kotahi have developed several strategies. A summary

below is provided of thosestrategies relevant to this plan change; Arataki and Toitü Te Taiao.

e  Arataki'is Waka Kotahi ten-year view on the step changes and actions neededto deliver long-term

outcomesfor the land transport system. It includes a national view as well as a regional view

for the Top of the South (Nelson, Tasman and Marlborough). For Nelson, the identified ‘key

insights’ include:

The urban environmentis forecast to receive the majority of population growth in the Top of

the South. This growth, combined with forecast increases in freight transport is placing the

Nelson urban area transport system underincreasing strain, especially the corridor through

Richmondandinto Nelson.

A high proportion of journeys to work are by private vehicle. The Nelson urban area has the

highest share of people walking and cycling in the country, and public transport use has

doubledin the pastfive years.

Coastal communities and transport networks will be impacted by more severe weather

patterns,particularly in coastal andhill areas. This is expected to be increasingly impacted by

climate change, storms andsealevelrise. Seismic risks associated with the Alpine, Waimea

and Wairaufaults are alsosignificant.

The safety record for the Top of the South is particularly poor in the urban areas, at

intersections and involving cyclists, and in Nelson involving older road users.

e Toitü Te Taiao? is Waka Kotahi sustainability action plan. This seeks to address the strategic

challenges of reducing greenhouse gas emissions and improving public health. This strategy

identifies an “Avoid Shift Improve” framework which includes:

Avoid: reducing the need to travel and/or the time or distance travelled by car, while

improving or maintaining accessibility,

Shift: changing how we move e.g., shifting from cars to lower-emission types of travel (e.g.,

public transport, cycling and walking)

Improve: improving the emissionsefficiency and the use of low-carbonfuels

 

1 https://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/planning-and-investment/arataki/docs/regional-summary-top-of-south-august-2020.pdf

2 https://www.nzta.govt.nz/about-us/about-waka-kotahi-nz-transport-agency/environmental-and-social-responsibility/toitu-te-taiao-our-

sustainability-action-plan/
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7. The Ministry of Transport (MOT) has issued its ‘Outcomes Framework’ to define the long-term strategic

outcomesfor New Zealand’s transport system and explain how governmentand the transport sector should

work together toward these outcomes.

The MOTFramework describes the following five long-term outcomesfor the transport system:

a. Inclusive Access

Economic Prosperity

Resilience and Security

Environmental Sustainability

Healthy and safe peoplep
a
o

y

The National Policy Statement on Urban Development (NPS-UD) provides a framework which supports the

strategic transport outcomes through the integration of land-use planning and infrastructure provision. The

following extract from Policy (iii) is of relevance from a transport / land use integration perspective:

Planning decisions contribute to well-functioning urban environments, which are urban environments that,

as a minimum...:

- have goodaccessibility for all people between housing, jobs, community services, natural spaces,

and open spaces,including by way of public or active transport; and...

- support reductions in greenhouse gas emissions; and

- are resilient to the likely current andfuture effects of climate change.

Waka Kotahi submissionis:

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Waka Kotahi supports in part the Maitahi Bay View Plan Change, while expressing reservations over a lack

of information with respect to certain elements of the application.

Waka Kotahi supports planned land use development in appropriate areas integrated with key

infrastructure such as transportation. Waka Kotahiconsiders this should occur in amanner which does not

compromise the effectiveness, efficiency, resilience, and safety of the transport network. Although the

Maitahi location could potentially support implementation of the Waka Kotahi ‘avoid, shift, improve’

sustainability action plan, and other key governmentpolicies such as the NPS-UD,there is currently not

enoughinformation for Waka Kotahi to supportthis plan change entirely.

Timing of any greenfield development in the Nelson Tasmanregionis critical to ensure that intensification

of existing urbanareasis attractive, affordable and the ‘first stop’ for provision of residential housing. Waka

Kotahi acknowledgethat intensification alone cannot meet the demandfor housingin the region, therefore

any greenfield developmentneeds to be timed appropriately, and staged, with priority given to high density

residential housing close to existing urban areas and the associated infrastructure and services.

The Nelson Tasman Future DevelopmentStrategy (FDS) 2019 earmarks the Maitahi area(identified as ‘N-3

Kaka Valley’) as an ‘expansion’ area in ‘Decade two’. The Maitahi application will essentially bring the timing

of this developmentforward, and to date, the applicant has not provided sufficient evidence that expansion

of this scale is required in the short term.

The FDSreview process (currently underway — dueto befinalised mid 2022) is a more appropriate process

to determine the validity of accelerating the timing of developing the Maitahi area rather than via the

proposedprivate plan change. The FDSreview processfollows a robust Multi-Criteria Analysis process and

plans for land use andinfrastructure integration while considering the whole Nelson Tasmanregion, the

supply and demandfor housing, as well as the importance of accessibility, climate change, emissions

reduction etc.
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15.

16.

17.

18.

Waka Kotahi supports the provision of a multi-modal transport network within the Maitahi development

area andlinking it to nearby services and infrastructure (Nelson City and Atawhai via Frenchay Drive), and

openspace/ recreation areas that provides for community cohesion, connectivity and resilience. However,

details around the timely provision of appropriate infrastructure to support safe transport optionsforall

modeshasnot yet been provided.

Waka Kotahi support provision of a community hub / suburban centre with high density residential

developmentsurrounding it at Maitahi, however more thought needs to be given to the spacesallocated

for certain purposes (e.g., suburban centre, high density residential, sufficient width for active mode

transport routes etc.) to align with national urban design policies and direction.

Waka Kotahi support the Maitahi developmentfocus on environmental restoration (e.g., wetland creation)

and provision for open space andrecreational facilities in the Structure Plan.

Although the Maitahi development would lead to significant effects on the local road networklinking

Maitahi to the central city and other nearby services, the Waka Kotahi submission focuses on the state

highway effects with the purpose of ensuring that the Waka Kotahi roading assets are not adversely

affected by the plan change, and that the Waka Kotahi strategic outcomes can be met(as outlined above).

Amendments soughtvia this submission:

19.

20.

21.

22.

Further assessmentof the demand / requirementfor greenfield developmentof this scale and how staging

of the development can integrate with infill / intensification of existing urban areas and infrastructure. This

could be donevia the FDS review process(currently under review with the Maitahisite being subject to a

robust Multi-Criteria Analysis and weighting system, considering retention of productive land, accessibility,

climate changeresilience etc.), or by the applicant using the information gathered from the FDS process to

undertake their own assessmentso that any developmentcan be staged accordingly.

Should strong evidence be provided that confirms the release of this land is required in the short term

(rather than in ‘Decade 2’ as outlined in the FDS 2019), higher density residential development closest to

the Nelson city centre should be the priority in terms of providing viable options for reducing emissions,

promoting active modesoftravel and being consistent with the GPS, NPS-UD etc. Maximum sitesize should

be included in the zoning (rather than just minimum) to ensure the desired high intensity residential

developmenttakesplace.

Waka Kotahi requests that the plan change application assess the proposed developmentagainst national

policies more thoroughly and provide a more detailed Structure Plan showing the proposed local road

network(rather than just one road linking Maitahi to Atawhai), details of active mode transportlinks (grade

/ width), integration with existing roads / pathways (including any required upgrades or newfacilities) to

deliver the basis for a liveable, low carbon emission community, and alignment with the strategic setting

outlined in paragraphs3-9.

Further assessmentis required relating to the cumulative traffic and safety impacts of this plan changein

providing safe, multi-modal transport options, with particular regard to the Bay View Rd / SH6 intersection.

e The applicant will need to provide a conceptplan of a suitable intersection upgrade demonstrating

application of, and adherence to, Safe System principles (see paragraphs 55-61 for details). Due

diligence for land requirements, underground utilities, road geometrics and drainage must be

shown to demonstrate that the proposalis viable.
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e Prior to commencementof construction and during the works, a construction management plan

must be agreed and approvedby Nelson City Council, Waka Kotahi and the developers’ contractors

to minimise conflicts and safety issues and mitigate increased use of Bay View Rd by construction

vehicles. This also relates to safe use of the Shared Use Path (SUP).

e Prior to completion of construction (at a staging point yet to be determined), intersection safety

upgrades at Bay View Road / SH6intersection are to be carried out to the satisfaction of Waka

Kotahi and Nelson City Council.

e Financial contributions relating to points above need to be considered should the plan change be

approvedandfollowed by resource consentsfor subdivision.

e Currently there is no provision for funding of a transport / safety related upgradeat this location

in the National Land Transport Plan or the Regional Land Transport Plan.

Previous feedback from Waka Kotahi on this proposal:

23. The consultation section of the application (Section 2.4), summarises the previous feedback from Waka

Kotahi as follows:

That developmentin this area has the potential to create a new suburbthatis less reliant on private

vehicle use, with more potential uptake of active transport to the city centre and other amenities

nearby.

That the majority of the area is not subject to inundation and provides an alternative route to Atawhai

in the event that State Highway 6 betweenthecity centre and Atawhai cannotbe used.

That .the transport network in this location does not have significant issues with capacity or

performance.

That, as it is adjoining the current network, it contributes to a more efficient use of the existing

infrastructure.

24. However, the summary omitted the following important elements of the feedback Waka Kotahi provided:

The ‘transport network’ in the context of the Waka Kotahi feedback relates to only the state highway

corridor north of Nelson not being subject to any existing capacity or performanceissues, not any local

road infrastructure, and not taking into account any effects relating to the proposal.

Waka Kotahi prefer intensification of the existing urban area in the short term, with greenfield

expansion only being supported where there was shownto beaninsufficient housing supply through

infill development. Waka Kotahi also stated that opening up land for greenfield development should

not reducetheviability / desire to focus on intensification.

Waka Kotahi soughtinformation on the environmental impacts (including loss of productive rural land),

potential carbon emissions and connectivity and urban design to successfully achieve liveable

community outcomes — this has not yet been adequately assessedin the application.

Waka Kotahi sought information around connecting new andexisting growth areas with a resilient and

fit-for-purpose transport system across all modes — including staging the development carefully to

provide for connectivity, resilience and public transport opportunities — this has not yet been

adequately assessedin the application.

Waka Kotahi sought information on the cumulativetraffic effects (incorporating the proposal and other

subdivisions taking place in the Bay View Special Housing Area) on the Bay View Rd / SH6 intersection

and on thesafe andefficient operation of the state highway network — this has not yet been adequately

assessed in the application.

National Policy Statement — Urban Design (NPS-UD):

25. Waka Kotahi notes that the developmentis consistent with the FDS 2019 Kaka Valley developmentarea in

Decade two, and the FDSestimates that additional dwellings will be provided in the first decade solely

throughintensification of the existing urban area. The FDSis currently underreview,so at this timeit is not

clear whethergreenfield developmentof this scale is required in the short term.
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26.

27.

28.

29.
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Waka Kotahi strongly favours intensification, due to the resulting benefits to active and public transport

and submits that progressing the Maitahi expansion now (unlessit’s proven to be required as a result of

the FDS review andis carefully staged and integrated with an Intensification Action Plan) may reduce the

attractivenessofintensification of the existing urban area.

If there is evidenceof insufficient uptake ofinfill development across the Nelson urbanareasandgreenfield

developmentis required in the short term, Waka Kotahi would be supportive of bringing forward this area

for developmentin thefirst decade, subject to addressing the issues raised in this submission.

The proposed zoning (including ‘Residential Zone — Higher Density Area) has the potential to provide

increased residential density close to the Nelson city centre which is supported by Waka Kotahi. However,

Waka Kotahi notes that with no maximum site areas, the development of the newly rezoned area to the

indicated density will be left to thewill of the developer.

In terms of greenfield development opportunities in the Nelson Tasman region, the Maitahi site is

reasonably close to central Nelson and its associated services and infrastructure. There is potential to

provide viable active transport links from the development area to the existing multi-modal facilities and

there is potential to improve connectivity between Maitai Valley & Atawhai by creating transportationlinks

within the plan change area and beyond. However, the transportation assessment provided with the

application does not sufficiently address the viability of providing for safe multi-modal transport options —

both creating new infrastructure and improving any existing infrastructure.

Land usetransport integration / Impact on the widertransport network:

30.

31.

32.

33.

It is important that the application address the potential impacts on the wider transport network, ideally

as an Integrated Transport Assessment, which looks at the coordination of land use planning and transport

in and around the new development.

The proposal includes a Structure Plan by Rough & Milne Ltd, as Appendix B1 to the application, and a

Transportation Impact Report by Traffic Concepts Ltd, as Appendix C8, however these documents have not

fully considered the effects of the proposal on the wider transport network, analysis of how Vehicle

Kilometres Travelled could be reduced or mitigated or the likely infrastructure improvements required to

promote safe multi-modal transport options.

Calculations for household / dwelling trip generation in the TIA is far lower than the standard numbers used

by Waka Kotahi(see paragraph 44 below for details), therefore it is considered that the traffic generation

numbers for the whole plan change area (and the cumulative traffic and safety effects) could be

underestimated.

Waka Kotahi support provision of high-density residential dwellings near to the proposed central suburban

centre as indicated on the Structure Plan which maximises efficient use of land and infrastructure and

avoids low density sprawl and associated reliance on private vehicle travel. However, more details of the

proposed local centre facilities (‘suburban centre’) are important in assessing how this would reduce the

need for trips to town / how it would provide access to local economic functions for daily needs,

neighbourhood jobs and moreself-contained communities.

Public transport / Active transport:

34. Waka Kotahiis supportive of the proposed shared path and connections throughoutthesite (included in

the Structure Plan) and potential links to the existing network. However, the information provided as part

ofthe plan change could better define the key walking and cycling links, including:

e Identification of the level of service of the walkway / cycleways (e.g., off road / separated from

vehicular lanes), road allocation and intersection design to provide for active transport modes, notjust

indication of the proposed shared use paths general routes.

e How walking and cycling networks within the proposed developmentsafely connect with existing

networksoutside the development. This should include safe and easily accessible connections outside
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of the Maitahi plan change area (including Bay View Rd / SH6intersection) whichwill link residential

areas to key areas of services, education and employment.

35. At the outset, the Structure Plan will need to reserve the required space for future public transport and

active modes, particularly around proposed commercial activities (i.e., the neighbourhood centre) and

linking to places people wantto go such as schools, employments, shops, open space andservices.

36. Consideration must be given to alignment of the proposal with planned infrastructure projects and

programmes. The ability of the current walking and cycling infrastructure to deal with the extra trips

associated with this proposal does not appearto be accurately assessedin the application.

37. The Structure Plan indicates that most homes (and the most intensive development) would be established

in the lowland area to the south (Maitai Valley) which offers good scopefor active modetravel (including

micro-mobility such as e-scooters and powered wheelchairs) within the flatter part of the site to the

proposed commercial centre and beyondto Nelson via a mostlyflat Maitai Valley / Nile Street route.

38. As Nelson is the mostlikely trip generator, and the high-density housing is to the south ofthesite,it is

expected that closer to 85% of motorised traffic trips and 95% of active modestravel will be via Maitai

Valley Road / Nile Street route, rather than the 55% ofall trips mentionedin the transport assessment.

39. While thesite is within range of multi-modal travel from Nelson, it is a separate site in terms of safe and

attractive connections for people on foot and bikes. Safety improvements are needed in Maitai Valley

corridor to makeit appealing to riders sharing with the new traffic generated by the development. The

scope of any cycling infrastructure required has not been detailed, however, a safer river crossing option

(as opposed to Gibbs Bridge) plus safe riverside and road corridor route options that can address the

impacts of the development should be assessed. Consideration also needs to be given to e-bikes being a

‘step change’ in infrastructure requirements by increasing the speed, payload and usefulness of a bike,

particularly as a large area of the siteis hilly therefore e-bikes may be a moreattractive option.

40. The proposal should provide information on how greenhouse gas emissions could be reduced by enabling

active mode and public transportlinks that provide legitimate transport choice for all people. Integration

with existing networks, and the required infrastructure improvements needto be assessedin line with the

Toitü Te Taiao framework: Avoid, Shift, Improve.

41. The plan changearea will need to include density of residential development that can support public

transport and active mode transport within and through the area. The Structure Plan currently states

minimum densities of 300m2 for higher density residential, 400m2 for standard residential and 800m2 for

lower density residential. However, it would be more helpful to have a maximum lot size to ensure the

desired density of housing comestofruition.

42. The transportlinks within the plan change area will need to be appropriately designed to accommodate,

enable and enhancepublic transport services in and around the area.

Information in the application relating to potential traffic effects on State Highway 6:

43. Firstly, it should be noted that there are inconsistenciesin the traffic relation information in the application

— someof which are outlined below.

44. TheTraffic Concepts Transportation Impact Report(TIA), states that the Maitahi area will have around 750

homes, with expected total vehicle generation of 4,500 vehicles per day (vpd) or approximately 450 trips
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45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

U
M

per hour in peak hours. This is based on six vehicle movements per day per dwelling as opposed to the

Waka Kotahi Planning Policy Manual 2007* estimate of 10.4 vehicle movements per day for each dwelling.

Waka Kotahi also use a more recent traffic generation document produced (Abley Research Report 453

from 2010) which provides trip generation rate of 11 vehicles per day per dwelling for residential activity.

Thetrip generation figure supplied by the applicant was derived from an isolated but constrained seven-

day snapshot of movementsin July 2019 on Bay View Rd and according to the TIA was accepted by Council

in a previous application for a 163 lot Special Housing Area subdivision at the top of Bay View Rd — Waka

Kotahi were not an ‘affected party’ through the Housing Accord Special Housing Area legislation for this

developmenttherefore hadlimited scopeforinput.

The ‘C8 Request for Further Information’ document that forms part of the application modifies this trip

generation figure to 6.3 vehicle movements per day, per dwelling. It is possible that due to the proposals’

close location to the city and the potential for appealing active modelinks betweenthecity and dwellings

the lowertrip generation figure could be applicable, however, there is no analysis of potential uptake of

active mode transportin the TIA or further information documentation to supportthis.

The TIA states the existing SH6 AtawhaiDrive traffic count is 12,700 Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT)

(Nov 2020) with morning peak between 7am and 8am — 970vph, and PM peak between 3pm and 4pm —

1,050 vehicles per hour.

The TIA doesnotprovide detailed information specifically on the impacts on the state highway, other than

to state ‘the expected flows from the Matiahi area can easily be accommodated within the existing road

network with no improvements to infrastructure required for capacity reasons’. However, the TIA does

provide specific commentary on the existing andlikely future traffic generation on Bay View Rd.

According to the Traffic Concepts trip generation plan SK002, 30% of total Maitahi trip generationwill likely

utilise transport connections on the Bay View / Atawhaiside and 70% on the Maitai side. With no statement

to the contrary, this is assumed to be for vehicular use only. The trip numbers are modified in the later

Requestfor Further Information dated 30 August 2021 and based on the 30/70split; Bay View Road would

receive 1,575 additional vehicle trips per day and Maitai Valley Rd 3,675 trips per day.

The TIA report also states that with the inclusion of a road link to Walters Bluff - which is not currently

included in the applicant’s road hierarchy map (AttachmentB4)as an indicative road, so we cannot assume

that it will be constructed - the directional traffic split is expected to be 18% to Bay View Rd, 28% to Walters

Bluff and 55% to Maitai Valley. Quoting the report, this equates to 2,450 vehicles per day or around 240

vehicles per peak hour on Maitai Valley Road, 1,250 vehicles per day or around 120 vehicles per peak hour

on Walters Bluff, 800 vehicles per day or around 80 vehicles per peak hour on Bay View Road. The 30 August

report uses revised numbers: AM peak for Bay View Road would be 168 vehicles per hour (compared with

35 vehicles per hour in the AM and PM peaks from the TIA survey 22 July 2019) and AM peak for Maitai

Valley Road would be 282 vehicles per hour.

AttachmentB4- District Road Hierarchy Map showsanotherpotential connection to the Maitahi area, being

a proposed sub-collector connecting to Ralphine Way, Bay View Rd and Frenchay Drive off Atawhai

Crescent. The TIA does not mention this scenario, but it would be expected that a link to Frenchay Drive

would create additional dispersion oftraffic, particularly for those vehicles heading east away from Nelson

on SH6. A link to Frenchay Drive would also provide more direct access to the grocery store, kindergarten

 

3 https://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/resources/planning-policy-manual/docs/planning-policy-manual-appendix-5B-accessway-standards-and-

guidelines.pdf
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and recreational facilities on Atawhai Crescent which would be supported by Waka Kotahi. Nelson City

Council have indicated that this would likely be the last section of link roading constructed in the area.

Bay View Rd / SH6Intersection:

52. The TIA states that there are no capacity constraints on Bay View Rd.Being a local road,this is a matter for

Nelson City Council to consider, but for Waka Kotahithe effects on the Bay View Rd / SH6 intersectionitself

mustbe considered. The existing Bay View Rd / SH6 intersection is formed to an Austroads Guide to Road

Design Part 4A* basic standard with auxiliary right turn lane andis currently performing within capacity.

53. Over a ten-year period (2011-2020) there has been one crash at the Bay View Road / SH6 intersection

involving a pedestrian fatality resulting from crossing the State Highway in the path of a northbound

motorbike in 2016. More recently, and outside of the ten-year Crash Analysis System sample period, in

February of 2021 there wasa serious injury crash resulting from two vehicles travelling at excessive speed

losing control as they turned into Bay View Rd(racing or chasing).

54. Although not reflected in the crashstatistics, there have been numerous concerns expressed regarding the

safety ofthe Atawhai Shared Use Path crossing of Bay View Rd in recent years, especially as the area further

uphill of Bay View Rd is being subdivided and developed for residential use, increasing the number of

vehicles using the SH6 intersection.

Road to Zero and Safe System Approach:

55. New Zealand has committed to decisive action on road safety under Road to Zero: New Zealand’s road

safety strategy for 2020-2030°. Application of the principles of Vision Zero and the Safe System approach

should be applied to new infrastructure. As such, a new rural intersection in an 80km/hr open road

environment must be constructed to require vehicles to travel at speeds slow enough,so that if a crash

occurs, the impact forces are survivable.

56. Roundabouts are the default solution for sizeable new residential developments. A rural roundaboutis a

safer form of intersection control compared to most other types, as they are an effective method of

reducing both the numberand severity of injury crashes. This is due to the reduced numberof conflict

points, lower relative impact speeds and more favourable impact angles when compared with other

layouts.

57. The Waka Kotahi High Risk Intersection Guide states that a T-priority intersection posted at 80km/hr or

above typically has a death or serious injury (DSI) per injury crash rate of 0.37; only slightly behind a X-

priority intersection as worst-performing intersection form. The safe speed for an intersection with possible

side-impact conflicts is 50km/hr.

58. From a state highway perspective, beyond the expected increasein dispersed Vehicle Kilometres Travelled

(VKT) associated with additional dwellings and larger population, the Maitahi effects will be limited to the

SH6 / Bay View Rd intersection. According to the information provided by the applicant, Bay View Rd

currently has an existing AADT count of 670 vehicles per day with peak hourflows of 65 vehicles per hour.

The applicant also states that under the scenario whereby Bay View Rd experienced 30% of movements

associated with the total Maitahi development, the AM peak for Bay View Road would be 168 vehicles per

hour. Even using the TIA’s low (relative to Waka Kotahi guidelines) numberof vehicles per dwelling per day

scenario, where vehicle movementsare split 70/30 betweenthe Maitai Valley and Bay View, there would

be over 2.5 times the numberof vehicles using Bay View Rd at peak times than currently. This does not

include volumes associated with the previously consented 163 Lot Bay View Special Housing Area

subdivision whichis currently being constructed.

59. Whilst capacity itself may not be a driverfor infrastructure changesin this case, road safety most certainly

is. If the exposure risk (traffic volumes) associated with a dramatic increase in vehicle numbers is

significantly elevated, then it must be assessed whatthe possible outcomesarefor road safety. To this end

a Safe System Assessment (main criteria being exposure, likelihood of a crash and severity of the crash

 

4 https://austroads.com.au/publications/road-design/agrd04a

5 https://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/road-to-zero-speed-and-infrastructure-programme-design-framework/
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61.

outcome) has been carried out for the SH6 / Bay View Rd intersection to determine therelative safety

scores for the current intersection, and several infrastructure interventions, and the alignment of these

intersection forms with Road to Zero Safe System principles.

The Maitahi developmenthas the potential to increase exposure to the inherentrisks at the intersection

by at least 2.5 times during peak times, therefore (andin line with Safe System principles), the intersection

should be upgraded to a Primary Solution Safe System intersection by the time the full subdivision is

complete.

It should be noted that manyof the existing state highway intersections are not formed to the desirable

standard / format when applying the Safe System Assessment process. However, it is not possible to

upgrade / retrofit all the existing infrastructure accordinglye.g., all T-junction intersections in high-speed

areas upgraded to roundabouts. However, Waka Kotahi must apply the Road to Zero / Safe System

Approach whenconsidering areas that are subject to a substantial increase in traffic generation from new

developments.

Recommendationsfor Bay View Rd / SH6 intersection:

62.

63.

The applicant (in collaboration with NCC and Waka Kotahi) must consider an interim measure to ensure

that the shared use path crossing point on Bay View Rd be constructed of a suitable form to ensure vehicle

vs pedestrian (on foot or on cycle/scooter/mobility scooter etc) impact speeds are low enoughto minimise

risk of serious injury in line with Safe System principles. An assessmentof the intersection will need to be

carried out to determine what a safe outcome would be, however one potential solution could be

‘tightening the throat’ of the intersection to improve safety for those using the shared use path. This would

need to be donein a waythat allows heavy construction vehicles to continueto safely navigate through the

intersection.

Because the Maitahi application will significantly increase traffic volumes using the Bay View Rd / SH6

intersection (whensite is fully developed), an appropriate Primary Safe System Solutionis the provision of

a rural roundabout.

Waka Kotahi seek the following decision from the Council:

1. The provision of the further information, analysis and requested amendmentsas discussed in this submission.

2. Waka Kotahi would like to be heard in support of its submission. If others make a similar submission, Waka

Kotahi will consider presenting a joint case with them at a hearing.

Signature of person authorised to sign on behalf of Submitter:

|K|

1 À
If

MI
fMin
x iN

KW

Lea O’Sullivan

Principal Planner

Poutiaki Taiao - Environmental Planning

Transport Services

Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency

Environmentalplanning@nzta.govt.nz

WakaKotahi NZ Transport Agency Reference: 2020-0724
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on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

  

to the Nelson Resource ManagementPlan
 

Note:
1. This form is only for the purpose of making a submission on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 to the

Nelson Resource ManagementPlan. It is NOT for making a further submission(i.e. in support or

opposition to an original submission) or for making a submission on a resource consent or on Council's

Annual Plan.

2. It is not mandatory to useeither the cover or content sheet of this form, however your submission must

be in writing and provide the necessary information as indicated on the form, e.g., what is supported or

opposed, the reason why and the decision sought, full contact details, etc.

3. Council cannot accept a submission that does not clearly indicate what a submitter wishes Council to
do (i.e. Council to make a decision to refuse, amend or accept the Private Plan Change). Please
indicate specific recommendations if amendments are sought. Council also cannot accept a

submission that does notrelate specifically to the Private Plan Change. In these cases the submission
may be considered ‘Out of Scope’ and maynot be considered further.

4. Please note that your submission(or part of your submission) may be struckout if the authority is

satisfied that at least 1. of the following applies to the submission (or part of the submission):

a. it is frivolous or vexatious:

b. it discloses no reasonableor relevant case:

C. it would be an abuse of the hearing process to allow the submission(or the part) to be taken

further:

d. it contains offensive language:

e. it is supported only by material that purports to be independentexpert evidence, but has been

prepared by a person whois not independentor who does not have sufficient specialised

knowledgeor skill to give expert advice on the matter.

Submitter Details
 

Full Name [StephenG Fitchett
 

Organisation |Ratepayer
 

Stephen G Fitchett
Contact Person
 

Postal address |126 Nayland Rd Business Phone
 

Nelson Home Phone |035471246
 

  Mobile Phone [921547347
 

sgf126@gmail.com  Email  
 

Council Hearing

| . l/we wish to be heard in support of my/our submission

] (If yes above) I/we would be prepared to consider presenting my/our submissionin a joint case with

others making a similar submission at any hearings

Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource ManagementAct 1991.

A2746263 Page 1 of 2
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l/we could[_] could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the following: 

|/we am [] am not LJ directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource Management

Act 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be forwarded to you as well

as council.

8 December2021

Signature of Submitter Date
(orperson authorised to sign on behalfofsubmitter - a
signature is notrequired ifyoumakeyoursubmission by
electronic means)

  

 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Insert reference to the relevant plan provisions

 

My/our submissionis that:

(Insert your submission, including whether you support or oppose specific provisions or wish to have them amended, giving
reasons)

 

| support the request to rezonethelandas set out in the request.
 

Reasons:

Nelson needs moreland available for residential use close [walking & cycling distance] to

 

|/we support the : |/we oppose the
. I/we support in part the :

Private pate Plan Change [| Private Plan Change |]
Plan Change

 

The decision I/we seek from the Council is that:

 

(Give precise details.

Where amendmentsare sought, provide details below of what changes you would like to see)   
 

A2746263 Page 2 of 2



Online submission

This is a submission that was madeonline via the Council's website.

Submitter No. $322

Submitter Name Paul Galloway

Submitterfirst name Paul

Submitter middle name Donald

Submitter surname Galloway

Submitter is contact No

Email zanahe@herenow.co.nz

Wish to be heard No

Joint presentation No

Trade competition

Directly affected N/A

Withhold contact details? No

Submission points

Plan section

General -

Private Plan

Change 28

Provision Support/oppose

General- Oppose

Private

Plan

Change

28

| could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission.

Reasons

My submissionis that:

| want the Council to decline the Private Plan Change 28 in

its enterity

| do not support the re-zoning of Maitai Valley, the Kaka

Valley or other area in the east of Nelson.

Reasons:

1) The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should

be protected and preservedfor the benefit of current and

future generations. Suburban sprawl will change the

nature of this valley forever. The proposed urban

development would result in loss of open spacein the

city's greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values.

Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai Valley are

essential for people’s health and wellbeing. Forest Therapy

is one example of the importance of green unspoiled

spaceas describe in the paragraph below:

‘In recent years, there has been considerable and

increasing attention in using the forest environment as a

place for recreation and health promotion. This approach

is called "Shinrin-yoku” in Japan and means "taking in the

forest atmosphere throughall of our senses” It suggests

“forest bathing”, which is a health promotion method that

uses proven effects of a forest environment, such as

relaxation, that can improve the health of the body and

mind. In accordance with the accumulation of data, the

idea of "forest therapy” has been proposed. Evidence-

based “forest bathing (shinrin-yoku)” seeks preventive

medical effects to improve weakened immunefunctions

and prevent diseases by achieving a state of physiological

A290 svt3

Decision sought

I want the

Council to

decline the

Private Plan

Change28inits

enterity

I do not

support the re-

zoning of

Maitai Valley,

the Kaka Valley

or other area in

the east of

Nelson.
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relaxation through exposureto forest-origin stimuli’.

https://www.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4997467/

Retrieved 29/11/2021

Theillustration below show the physiological and

psychological effects of walking or practicing sport in the

forest

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31787069/ Retrieved

29/11/2021

2) The developmentwill create a precedent, making

further urbanisation of the valley much morelikely to

occurin future.

3) Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas

should be exhausted before any more urban sprawlis

allowed. Thereis sufficient land for housing in the Nelson

region withoutthis site. The evidence below demonstrate

that more information would help the Council make the

appropriate decision regarding future housing

development

‘The new Nelson Tasman 2021-2051 Future Development

Strategy is a joint project between Nelson City Council

and TasmanDistrict Council. It will assess and set out

where and howresidential and business growth within the

Nelson and Tasmanregionswill occur over the next 30

years.’

The action plan will help implement the Nelson Tasman

Future Development Strategy andin particular its

recommendation that 40% of the capacity provided for

housing to 2048 should beby‘building up’, i.e.

intensification.’

https://www.tasman.govt.nz/my-council/key-

documents/more/future-development-

strategy/intensification-action-plan/

Doesthe Private Plan Change 28 — Maitahi Bayview

address relevant and timely housing needs, particularly in

regard of the below future characteristics of the Aotearoa

New Zealand population?

NewZealand population from 1950 to 2021 (United

Nations projections are also included through the year

2100 in the graph below).

The current population of New Zealand in 2021 is

4,860,643, a 0.8% increase from 2020.

The population of New Zealand in 2020 was 4,822,233, a

0.82% increase from 2019.

The population of New Zealand in 2019 was 4,783,063,a

0.84% increase from 2018.

The population of New Zealand in 2018 was 4,743,131, a

0.87% increase from 2017.



Looking further back and in the future the numbers are

even clearer.

In 1971 the increase was 1.86%,

In 1991 the increase was 1.41,

In 2020 the increase was 0.8%,

the projection for 2051 is 0.24%

and for 2071 0.18%

See also in the graph below.

https://www.macrotrends.net/countries/NZL/new-

zealand/population-growth-rate 28/11/2021

New Zealand population over the age of 65 is increasing:

The population of New Zealand aged over 65 in 2020 was

16.37%.

The population of New Zealand aged over 65in 2019 was

15.99%.

The population of New Zealand aged over 65 in 2018 was

15.65%

The population of New Zealand aged over 65 in 1991 was

11.21%

The population of New Zealand aged over 65 in 1971 was

8.53%

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.65UP.TO.ZS?

locations=NZ Retrieved 30/11/2021

Doesthe Private Plan Change 28 - Maitahi Bayview

includes space for retirement homes to accommodatethe

ageing population?

4) Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and

Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a flood risk for

downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat

value and natural character of these waterbodies.

5) Ongoing sedimentation of the river from site works

over 30 — 40 years, plus hydrological changes and

pollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new

suburb will cause long-term degradation of the Maitai

River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black

Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6) The developmentis contrary to the strategy of

ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries and taonga

species. The value of the site as habitat (including for

pekapeka/native bats) has not been adequately

investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have

significant adverse impacts.

7) There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and

climate impacts fromconstruction traffic and new

resident's vehicles, plus through traffic if this becomes a

temporary or long-term alternative to SH6.Traffic

assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely

traffic volume.

8) There are noexisting public transport routes, meaning

transport will be predominantly private cars. The

development's transport and buildings are not consistent
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with the decarbonisation pathways required to achieve

net zero carbon.

9) The development requiressignificant modification of

landforms over decades, and ridge-top buildings will have

an adverse visual impact on the city’s skyline.

10) The financial cost to the communityof infrastructure

to support the developmentis unreasonable and

inequitable.

11) If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision

and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview would be

processed without notification to the public or affected

parties, despite critical aspects of the development not

being specified or supported by technical informationat

this stage (including air quality, geotechnical and

downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions

that may affect them.

Documents included with submission
None
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Rebecca Dowling A SOSEE

From: Snowpower 13 <snowpower13(0gmail.com>

Sent: Friday, 10 December 2021 4:49 p.m.

To: Submissions

Subject: Fwd: Private Plan Change 28 — Maitahi Bayview Submission

 

Subject: Private Plan Change 28 — Maitahi Bayview Submission

Private Plan Change 28 berejected unless: 1. The developers are required to take the necessary steps to

protect and preservethe waterquality, river ecology, and amenity value of the Maitai River and Maitai Valley.

2. The Nelson City Council is required to publicly commit to resource the monitoring and mitigation of all adverse

impacts on the waterquality, river ecology, the amenity value of the Maitai River and Maitai Valley, including the

impactoftraffic.

3. All infrastructure necessary to protect and preserve waterquality and river ecologyis in place and functioning

before any construction begins.

4. The developmentis required to put in place suitable provisions for handling greywater, and rainwater storage

and other measures to reduce the demandonthe watersupply.

5. Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignment, during the construction

stage and ongoing, do not increaseflood risk or have any negative impact on the ecology and natural character

of the Maitai River.

6. Water quality and river ecology is protected from sediment andall other pollutants at all times; this includes

sediment from site works, and pollutants from increased stormwaterrunoff.

7. All necessary measuresare detailed and published in a plan to protect water quality, river ecology and

amenity value of swimming holes adjacent to and downstream from the subdivision. Stormwater and sewage

being routed past Dennes Hole should not affect the amenity value of this area, including visual amenity.

8. Steps are taken to ensure any impact of increasedtraffic on the lower Maitai Valley and Nile Street (including

during construction) is consistent with best practices for active transport and for public safety.

9. The development's transport infrastructure plans and building requirements are consistent with the central

government decarbonisation pathways required to achieve net-zero carbon by 2050, and with the Nelson City

Council's declaration of a Climate Emergency.
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10. Future subdivisions and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview be subject to Resource Consent and

appropriately notified to the public.

Reasons:

The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity are highly valued by Nelsoniansandvisitors. If the Bayview/

Kaka development goes ahead the values of the Maitai Valley

mustbe protected for the benefit of current and future generations. Green spaceslike the Maitai Valley are

essential for people’s health and wellbeing, particularly as the existing

urbanareais intensified.

1 Nelsonis fortunate to have a river closeto the city, with water quality that sustains a reasonably healthy

ecosystem. This is already underthreat from forestry and

urbanisation. Extending the urban area into the Maitai Valley posesa further threat to the water quality and river

ecology, as well as potentially increasing the

downstream impact of sedimentation in Nelson Haven.

3 The construction plan must present how and when sedimenttraps, protective berms, and other water

quality/river ecology protection measureswill be in place

from the moment construction begins.

4 The increased demand from 750 houses would see the Maitai reduced to the minimum allowable flow more

often, with impacts on water quality and river

ecology. The inclusion of greywater recycling and rainwater harvesting mechanismswill reduce the demand on

the city water supply and its potential

impact on the Maitai.

5 Thereis insufficient information on howtheflood risk will be managed. Changesto the floodplain, additional

stormwater flows, and increased severe weather events

mean the flood risk downstream is inevitably greater. The plan change does not address these issues and their

potential impacts sufficiently.

6 The plan change doesnotinclude details on how sedimentwill be dealt with or howit will meet the

requirements of the National Policy Statement on Freshwater. |

7 Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole have been valued by Nelsonians for many generations and have a

historical and cultural value. These swimming holes adjacent to the propsed develoment need to be able to

continue as Nelson’s most popular freshwater swimming spots to this day.

8 The current traffic assessments in the proposed developmentunderestimate traffic volume. Further

investigation needs to be done on the impactontraffic from the subdivision.

Thanks

Bernadette Power
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28 Maitahi Bayview

y

 

to the Nelson
Resource Management Plan

Submitter Details
 

 

 

Full Name Jessica O'Sullivan

Organisation Foxtots |

Contact

Person
 

152a Cleveland Terrace Phone number  
 Postal address

 

  
   
 

Maitai 0221840536 |

Nelson 7010 |

Email jessie_osullivan@hotmail.com |

Council Hearing

[Y | wish to be heard in support of my submission

O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission maybelimited by clause 6 (4)of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

I could [] could not [A gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the
 

following:

I am] amnot U directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does notrelate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be madepublicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

Sign here

Loof Submitter (or person authorised to sign

05/12/2021

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: a signatureIs not required if you email your submission)

A2746263 Page 1 of 2



 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows
(please list the provislon(s)):

Whole Plan
 

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

Reasons:

1. The Maïitai Valley's rural character and amenity should be protected and preserved for the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawl!will change the nature of this valley

forever. The proposed urban development would result in loss of open spacein the city’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much more

likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more

urban sprawlis allowed. Thereis sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthis
site.

4, Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a
flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural

characterof these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentationoftheriver from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological
changesandpollutants from increased stormwaterrunoff from the new suburbwill cause long-

term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries

and taonga species. The value of the site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could havesignificant

adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction traffic

and newresident’s vehicles, plus through traffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private

cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation
pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The developmentrequires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adverse visual impact on thecity’s skyline.

10. Thefinancial cost to the community ofinfrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview
would be processed without notification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the developmentnot being specified or supported by technicalinformation at this stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

ss i | iver fi12. Add any additional reasonshere: We require the only clean river for our whakapapa, younger
generations to come- lets keep something clean and greenfor them.
 

| opposethePrivate Plan Change Y

 

The decision | seek from the Councilis that: Private Plan Change 28 should be declined   
A2746263 . Page 2 of 2
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Objective No:

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December2021 to:

Planning Administrator

RMAPlan Submissions Nelson City Council

Freepost 76919

PO Box 645

Nelson 7040

(Hand delivery or Courier to:
Ground Floor, Civic House, 110 Trafalgar St,

Nelson 7010 or
Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28in

subjectline)

on ProposedPrivate Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

   

 

to the Nelson

 

Submitter Details

Full Name   
  

  
Organisation
 

Contact

Person  

  

 

   Postal Phone number

address  
  

Council Hearing

y
O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with

others making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission yourright to

make a submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act

1991.

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

| amQ amnot D directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and
A2746263 Page 1 of 3



(b) does notrelate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource

Management Act 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

J Degaia _8/12/21

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submission relates to are as

follows

(please list the provision(s)):

 

Whole Plan
 

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined   

A2746263 Page 2 of 3
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Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley's rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedfor the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the nature of this

valley forever. The proposed urban development would result in loss of open spacein the

city’s greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the

Maitai Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much
morelikely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more

urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region without

this site.

4. Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create

a flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural
character of these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentation ofthe river from site works over 30 — 40 years, plus hydrological

changesandpollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new suburb will cause

long-term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson
Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai

tributaries and taonga species. The value ofthe site as habitat(including for pekapeka/

native bats) has not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could

have significant adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction

traffic and new resident's vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-

term alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic
volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly

private cars. The development's transport and buildings are not consistent with the

decarbonisation pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The developmentrequires significant modification of landforms over decades, andridge-

top buildings will have an adverse visual impacton thecity’s skyline.

10. Thefinancial cost to the community ofinfrastructure to support the developmentis
unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/

Bayview would be processed withoutnotification to the public or affected parties, despite

critical aspects of the developmentnot being specified or supported by technical

informationat this stage (including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding

assessments). That approach unfairly excludes people from being involvedin decisions that
mayaffect them.

13. | brought my kids here when they were young.Ita a beautiful place to recharge....] would hate

to see this development go ahead anddestroy an area the council has spent money on to keep the

amazing wildlife that flourishes here. The increase of cars would be devastating to the area. Once

the is developedthere is no going back and | believe we needto protect such spacesfor future
generations to come.
 

| oppose the Private Plan Change “

 

The decision | seek from the Council is that:   Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

A2746263 Page 3 of 3
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to the Nelson
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Submitter Details
 

Full Name Linley Thelma Taylor

 

Organisation
 

 

 

 

Contact

Person |

72 Halifax Street East Phone number
Postal address

PO Box 797 021 526 221

Nelson 7040   
  Email LTT98@xtra.co.nz  
 

Council Hearing ©

HO | wish to be heard in support of my submission

O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission may belimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

I could [1 could not LI gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

 

lamll amnot Ll directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be madepublicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwardedto you as well as council.

Sign here Date

__10 Dec 2021,
 

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: a signature is not required if you email your submission)

A2746263 Page 1 of 2



 

 

 

 

   

The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined

Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected andpreservedfor the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the nature ofthis valley
forever. The proposed urban development would result in loss of open spacein the city’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The development will create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much more

likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more

urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthis

site.

4. Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a

flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural

character of these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentation ofthe river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological

changesand pollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new suburb will cause long-
term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries
and taonga species. The value ofthe site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could havesignificant

adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from constructiontraffic
and newresident’s vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporaryor long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private
cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The development requires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adversevisual impactonthecity’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processedwithout notification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the developmentnot being specified or supported by technical informationatthis stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

12. If this plan goes ahead Nelson’s chance to preserve a natural open recreational restorative

spaceforits citizens will be gone FOREVER. If New York City or London hadfailed to resist

similar plans the life saving spaces of Central Park and Hyde Park would not exist.

| opposethe Private Plan Change Y

Thedecision | seek from the Council is that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

A2746263 Page 2 of 2
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Rebecca Dowling A EOS Sl

From: Belinda Davies <belindadavies54@gmail.com>

Sent: Friday, 10 December 2021 9:10 p.m.

To: Submissions

Subject: Re my submission on Plan change 28 lodged on 8 December

 

You sent me an email earlier today informing me that my submission could not be processed until | responded to

two questions. Unfortunately this email disappeared from my system before I’d had a chanceto reply, and I’ve

been unabletoretrieveit.

| think the questions related to whetheror not | wanted to speak to my submission. The answerto this questionis

“No, | do not wish to speak to my submission.”

| think the second question wasapplicable only if | had answered “Yes” to thefirst question.

Please could you let me know whetheror not you now havethe information you need to process my submission?

Thank you.

Belinda Davies

Please note my only email address is now belindadavies54@gmail.com

Begin forwarded message:

From: Belinda Davies <belindadavies54@gmail.com>

Date: 8 December 2021 at 3:38:55 PM NZDT

To: submissions@ncc.govt.nz

Subject: Plan change 28

1 Asa long-standing Nelson ratepayer and resident| wish to add myvoice to the many who have

argued so convincingly that the proposed Plan Change 28 be declined.

2 In making this brief submission | do not stand to gain any advantage in trade competition.|

recognise the urgency of NZ’s housingcrisis, but believe that in Nelson we have a range of other

options which would muchbetter fill the need for more housing in Nelson.

3 The questions | asked myself, and which | ask the decision-makers to ask themselvesare:

“Is the proposed housing developmentin the Maitai Valley in the best interests of the Nelson

community as a whole?

Will the addition of hundreds of housesin the Valley contribute to the well-being, physical and

mental, of the people of Nelson.”

My conclusion was an unequivocal “No”.

4 The impetus for the proposed Plan Change 28 has come from developers whose prime

motivation is to make money from providing housing whichis not in the best interests of

Nelsonians, who would lose a treasured recreational area beyond all monetary value. Oncelost to

suburbansprawl it could never be replaced.
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5 | believe the recreational value of the Maitai Valley will become more and moreevident, as

higher-density housing in central Nelson inevitably increases, as it should.

There are very sound environmental reasons for moving beyond the last century’s housing

development modelof stand-alone houses, requiring private transportation. The climate emergency

is every bit as urgent as our housing crisis. More so, many would argue. To encourage so much

additional traffic movement in and out of the Maitai Valley, to the detriment of recreational users,

would be very much a backward step, both environmentally and recreationally.

6 For the above reasons| urge the decision-makers to please decline this proposed plan change.

Sincerely,

Belinda Davies

39 Cleveland Tce

Nelson 7010

Phone: 03 546 7221

Mob: 021 038 4764

Please note my only email address is now belindadavies54@gmail.com
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TE ATIAWA MANAWHENUAKI TE TAU IHU TRUST’S SUBMISSION ON A REQUEST
FOR PRIVATE PLAN CHANGE(PRIVATE PLAN CHANGE28 - MAITAHI BAYVIEW), TO
REZONE APPROXIMATELY 287-HECTARES OF LAND LOCATEDWITHIN KAKA
VALLEY, ALONG BOTANICALHILL AND MALVERNHILL

Te Atiawa holds mana whenuastatusin this Rohe and is, consequently, cultural host to

all wholive, work, play and die in this Rohe. Te Atiawais also the Treaty Partner of the

Crown, with contemporary status under post-Settlement Statutory Acknowledgement

Te Atiawa has mana, whakapapa andhistory in the Mahitahi, including tikanga and kawa

which involve tapu and noa in this catchment. Te Atiawa has responsibilities and

obligations to this place and its cultural, spiritual, historical and traditional values as

tangata whenuaof the area.

Mahitahi te awais sacred to Te Atiawa. Traditionally, the Mahitahi River provided a

wealth of resources to sustain Te Atiawa tupuna. Maitai is an ara (trailway) utilised as a

harvest area by mana whenua whocollected taonga from the Awa.

Te Atiawa does not opposethis plan change, but we do require our related concerns

provided in Appendix 1 (previously communicated to the applicant) and Appendix 2 to

be considered in the decision-making process. Weput a significant amount of work into

the comments at Appendix 1 but they weren’t included in the iwi consultation

document. We acknowledge that some of the requests made by Te Atiawa have been

responded to by the applicant.

Wenote ourgeneral support for the comprehensive and responsible approach taken in

conceptual design and do not wish to speak in support of this submission.

Te Atiawa thanks Nelson City Council for the opportunity to engagein this process.



APPENDIX 1

Maitahi Plan Change Proposaland Subdivision Proposal

Notes from Te Atiawa Trust’s Kaitiaki o Te Taiao Office

Introduction:

(Site visit, 17 July 2020 — Sylvie Heard & Daren Horne — Te Atiawa Trust)

Signalled by the environmental consultant, on behalf of the land owner/ subdivider/

developer: This site has significant ecological values - see appended images. This

land parcel is bounded by Ralphine Way Subdivision to the south, Kaka Hill to the

east and farmland to the northwest. Whatfollows is a thorough 21*! Century

appraisal through the lens of contemporary kaitiakitanga, being the custodial

responsibility of Tangata WhenuaIwi, Te Ätiawa Ki Te TauIhu,in the context ofits

Whakatú' Rohe — Te Ao Maori, the Maori World.

(Te Ätiawa holds mana moana / mana whenuastatus in this Rohe andis,

consequently, cultural host to all who live, work, play and die in this Rohe. Te Atiawa

is also the Treaty Partner of the Crown, with contemporary status under post-

Settlement Statutory Acknowledgement.)

What’s there

Asit stands, this whenuais in private joint ownership. The land is currently used for

farming sheep and cattle and is appropriately zoned rural. Some of the subject land

area is zoned for higher density small holdings. The lower valley includes Kaka

Stream and some man made‘drains’.

For kaitiaki, a resourceis understood this way:

The term resource is an inappropriate Euro-centric term in the context of Rohe

Management(and the Real World), as the atua that embrace nature

(Papatüänuku and Ranginui and their progeny) are part of Mäori whakapapa;

they are ancestors and their status should not be loweredto simply that of a

‘resource’ for human use / abuse. These, natural attributes (of which humans

are but one part / oneattribute) each have their own intrinsic worth. For

example, freshwateris, innately, an attribute of nature, a taonga, but simply

notjust a resource for human use/abuse. Forkaitiaki, freshwater is only

justifiable for use as a resource for humansif and whenit is healthy (its mauri

is elevated) andit is used sustainably / responsibly and in accordancewith

tikanga - kaitiakitanga.

So,it is with the whenua / the land

Atfirst glance, this whenua can be cursorily viewed as having some value as

farmland, which includes some noxiousplants. Kaitiaki step back and see:



¢ Whenua,hosting habitat / other organisms (other than human)

¢ Exotic vegetation, including gorse, conifers,etc.

¢ A soft landscape

« A significant existing ecosystem, largely hosting macro-invertebrates,

(including many wild goats) and birds (piwakawaka, pukeko and paradise

ducks observed), underpinned by micro-organisms.

¢ Vegetation fixing nitrogen in the soil, holding the slope stability and

sequestering carbon.

+ A green-scape visual amenity, congruouswith the back-drop of vegetated

hillsides.

¢ Some specimentrees, one particularly outstanding kahikatea.

¢ A stream with a lot of potential for enhancement and habitat restoration.

e Man-made streamsthat could be enhanced/‘naturalised’ to support life.

¢ An inherent soakage spacefor incident rainwater stormwater, providing

absorption and quality control.

What’s likely to be able to occur

As a draft of the plan change application has not been supplied (unsatisfactory), we

assumethe proposed plan changeis being planned underthe operative NRMP.

(Available time does not allow for an in-depth validation of this.) The operative

nature of the NRMPis acknowledged and respected, although responsible actions

don’t necessarily rise and fall on matters of this nature. The NRMPis notably

outdated. Te Atiawa has been represented on the Iwi Working Group,for the past 5

years, that has looked at the review of the NRMPtoalign it with 21st Century

thinking. Zones in the NRMPare carrying a dated and undesirable legacy.

Te Atiawa seeksthat the plan changeis put on hold until the NRMPis publicly

notified. Alternatively, the plan change could look at applying the 21century

provisions assembled in the draft Whakamahere Whakatt / Nelson Plan —

innovatively responsible to today’s issues.

As presented, the proposed plan change appearsto be simply maximising earning

possibilities, without necessarily responding to the complex underlying hosting

circumstancesor giving voice to current environmental and social imperatives, all of

which are becoming more important by the day; e.g.:

e The world must thrash out a new dealfor nature in the next two years or humanity

could be thefirst species to document our own extinction, warns the United Nation’s

biodiversity chief.

« https:/www.thequardian.com/environment/201 8/nov/03/stop-biodiversity-lossor-we-

could-face-our-own-extinction-warns-un



And,

The air you breathe, the water you drink andthe food you eatall rely on

biodiversity, but right now it is in crisis — because of us. What does this mean

for our future and can we stop it?

httos://www. theguardian. com/news/2018/mar/12/what-is-biodiversity-andwhy-does-it-

matter-to-us

Climate change/biodiversity loss: Inseparable threats to humanity that must

be addressed together

httos://vwww. sciencedally. com/releases/2018/11/181115144949. htm

Potentially continuing to support, via unaffordability, the ability of Te Atiawa whanau

to remainin the rohe.

So, it appears that the benefits accruing as a result of this proposal are largely

pitched towards capital-gain / housing for the Haves; with somelimited regard to the

restoration / enhancementof the natural world and local amenities. In the absence of

information to the contrary, the plan change potentially proposes developmentthat:

May hold Cultural Sites

Potentially provides a setting for unstainable housing, similar to nearby

housing developments; e.g. footprint, materials, statistical occupancy

numbers, architecture that is motor-vehicle-subservient, etc

May not prospectively offer / support / provoke mixed-housing type

opportunities, e.g. housing for whanau / affordable housing

Likely cements the gap between Haves and Have-nots

Potentially degrades existing visual amenities

Potentially creates stormwaterand waterquality issues (more impervious

surfaces)

Likely posesa threat to the eco-integrity of waterways (existing ‘drains’).

What’s optimalfor kaitiaki (arising from a plan change) — a subdivision / development

that:

Respects the whenuaandall that it hosts

Respects the wai / the awa andall that it hosts

Determinesif there are cultural sites in this place and responds accordingly

Speaksto the overall receiving environment

Addresses the ecology; habitat / biota, natural world life

Serves the needs, not wants of the people, particularly Te Atiawa whanau, i.e.

includes mixed use / affordable housing opportunities
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Considers contextual landscape and amenity and enhances them

Emergesfrom tikanga (kaitiakitanga) delivering ‘real profits’ for the Planet and

People, as opposed to a money-profit focus for a few

Limits impervious surfaces in regard to housing and hard infrastructure, e.g.

road surfaces, excessive floor level housing

Useslocally applicable Maori namesfor the developmentareaatlarge,

streets, access lanes, reserves,etc

Limits housing height as the slope steepens(single storey limits for upper

contour houses), so as to provide a non-housing-dominant perspective, that

might otherwise detract from the visual amenity back-drop

Provides efficient walking and cycling connectivity / access to existing, local

track networksfor all housing developed

Ensures that the development is environmentally sensitive in the round, by

imposing covenants for eco-housing, cohesive architectural themes,

impervious surface limits, solar heating / power, roof water storage,limited car

space onsite, use of native planting species, etc

Offers an overall improvementto ‘urban ecology’ via insitu-eco-corridors that

link beyond and thelike

Provides narrower, chicaned roading, with water gardensfor run-off and

extensive and applicable native planting of berms — not grass

Delivers a synthesis of shared-space for natural and human occupation

Principles of whenua-planning from the Te Ao Maori Perspective:

o  Tikanga Based - Based on the customary system of values and practices that have

developed over time and are deeply embeddedin the social context

o Acknowledging / respecting the Atua - Acknowledging and respecting the deities of

the natural world / ancestors

o All whakaaro tested against Matauranga Maori - All ideas tested against Maori

cultural knowledge

o Implemented through Kaitiakitanga - Through responsible stewardship

o All mahito result in: Net Enduring Restorative Outcomes- All work to result in Net

Enduring Restorative Outcomes

o Focused on Mauri- Life force, vital essence

o Mana before Money- Authority and status come before money

o Ecology before Economy- The natural world takes precedence over the economy

o Acknowledging our Global context — Our place in and impact on the World at large

o Healthy Planet — Healthy People: iwi hauora ao hauora



Kaka Stream — managing a taonga

Kaka Stream flows over a large distance of the property. Its current state has

significant potential for enhancement through this proposalandit is acknowledged

that appropriate zoning for the stream has been considered in the plan change

proposal. Zoning needs to account for adequate meander,etc. It also needs

comprehensive riparian plantings along both sides — zone width implication. The

extent of zoning also needsto be generousto allow natural meander / movement

overtime.

Details of the proposed plan change
In terms of the application for the plan change, Te Atiawa hasreceived very limited written
material to assess. Background on the plan change proposal amountedto one presentation
via Zoom anda site visit. This makesit very difficult to obtain a deep understanding of the
proposal. The expectation is that the full draft is provided for comment, anyinitial questions
answered and then,if necessary, a site visit. Following someinitial feedback, a further draft
should be available to see how feedback has been considered / incorporated. While written
material is extremely limited, we have been provided with the following comments with regard
to the plan change proposal:

- Zone boundaries nowrefined to follow contours in logical locations;

- removal of the Small Holdings area adjacent to the south-west corner. That area now

showsa large Open Space zoned area adjoining the Centre ofNZ reserve;

- redesign of the valley floor zoning pattern which now shows the small commercial zone

in the location of the existing Barn, and the Open Space esplanadecorridor also

refined;

- areducedarea of residential zoning in the back of the Valley, with that area now

showing as more Small Holdings;

- the esplanadecorridor at the headof the valley has been extended to adjoin the

neighbouring property which will create a biodiversity corridor. This corridor also

extends up onto the elevatedridgeline and which would be a reserve area;

- refinements to the different residential density areas.

Although the comments are limited, Te Atiawa generally supports the sentiments above.

Conclusions / recommendations

As might be gaugedbythis material, Te Atiawa would like to see this plan change

proposal/ subdivision / development proceed in a sensitive way, to benefit all those

in the rohe; natural world included.

The best outcome for Te Atiawa andits rohe would be:
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The plan changeis put on hold until the NRMPis publicly notified. Alternatively, the

plan change could look at applying the 21% century provisions assembledin the draft

Whakamahere Whakati / Nelson Plan — innovatively responsible to today’s issues.

We note the substantial amenity plantings on the property at large, which make a

significant contribution to the suite of eco-corridors in this largely undeveloped section

of rural property. This is a significant natural world asset which should not be

overlooked when approaching allotment geometry.

Weseekthe inclusion of cycle-links to promote planetfriendly modesoftravel (less

emissions).

Wewould like to see covenants for eco-housing, impervioussurfacelimits, solar

heating / power, roof water storage, limited car space onsite, use of native planting

species,etc.

Engagementof ecologists — freshwaterand plant to look at best way to enhancethe

life supporting capacity of Kaka Stream and ensure sufficient extent of zoning for the

eco corridors for fish andbird.

Enhancementof riparian margins and eco corridors should extend to other waterways

on the property (the ‘drains’).

Workwith iwi to understand potential need for iwi monitoring. Given the cultural and

spiritual significance of the property, Te Atiawa Trust seeks that the applicant

volunteers the following Accidental Discovery Condition which recognises Te Atiawa

Trust and provides contact details of the iwi:

If any artefact and/or any historical, cultural or archaeological material of Maori

origin, or likely to have significance to Maori, is found or uncovered during the

undertaking of this work, the following must be complied with:

a) Work shall cease immediately, the area secured and any uncovered material

must remain untouched;

b) Advice of the discovery must be given within 24 hours to:

i) Te Atiawa Trust’s Kaitiaki o te Taiao Office:

Landline: 03 573 5170

Email: taiao@teatiawatrust.co.nz

To enable appropriate cultural procedures / tikanga to be

administered; and

ii) Heritage New Zealand/ Pouhere Taonga

Landline: 04 472 4341

c) No work shall recommence until both:
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i) Agreementhas been reached with Te Atiawa Manawhenua

Ki Te Tau Ihu Trust; and

ii) If required, an Authority has been issued by Heritage New

Zealandif the find involves an archaeologicalsite.

Note

The people of Te Atiawa hold mana whenuaoverthe subjectarea.

All archaeological sites are protected under the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere

Taonga Act 2014. It is an offence under the Act to modify, damage or destroy any

archaeological site, whetherthe site is recorded or not. Application must be made

to Heritage New Zealand for an Authority to modify, damage or destroy an

archaeologicalsite.

e Support use of the commercial space for commercial community-specific

business.

e Work with iwi to support Cultural Health Indicator (CHI) monitoring of Kaka Stream.

If this proposal proceeds through the application stage, Te Atiawawill take a keen

interestin it.

Te Atiawa Kaitiaki o Te Taiao Office — 27 August 2020.
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APPENDIX 2:

Net Enduring Restorative Outcomes (NERO) defined

The Kaitiaki o te Taiao Team (the KT Team) for Te Atiawa ManawhenuaKi Te Tau Ihu Trust

understands/is advised, from the current findings of Matauranga Maori and Western Science,

that the natural world, which includes the socio-cultural world of the human species, is being

progressively degraded by unwise humanactivity/behaviour. (Climate change impacts are an

overt expression/symptom of this continuing process,as is the widening gap in wealth-equity

between Haves and Have-nots in Aotearoa.).

This situation, which adversely confronts the exercise of kaitiakitanga (the role of the KT

Team in supporting the cultural responsibilities of Te Atiawa Whanau), has arisen as a

consequence of a long sequence of humandecisions/actions that have enabledcollective,

unsustainable change. We have reached a point at whichit is clear that human survivalis at

stake (also noting that this outcome has meantthe extinction of many other species).

To halt and attempt to reverse this unacceptable outcome, all decisions/actions that deliver

change must improve our currentsituation — be restorative. The changes must also endureif

they are to be meaningfully contributory. Change is mostly multi-factorial in its implications.

So, for the aggregated elements of any particular change, e.g. housing development, the net

outcomeof those collective elements of change mustbepositive/restorative.

 

Accordingly, the KT Team, in undertaking its day-to-day mahi, in evaluating and responding

responsibly to proposals for change’ and their related implications for Te Taiao, is seeking

that resulting change(s) delivers:

Net Enduring Restorative Outcomes — (elevating / strengthening Mauri).

 

 

Incremental Definitions
(Lexico on-line Dictionary: https://www.lexico.com/)

NET: Remainingafter all factors have beentakeninto account; overall.

ENDURING: Lasting over a period of time; durable.

RESTORATIVE: Having the ability to restore health, strength, or well-being.

OUTCOME(S): The way a thing turns out; a consequence.
 

 

1 A proposal for prospective changeis not about growth, development, progress or any otherinherently

flawed and deceptively positive notion,it is simply about a proposalfor 'change' and needs to be

exhaustively evaluated and progressedin that context, with precaution consciously applied to decision-

making, where there is inadequate information/doubt.

Whatsort of change might there be, negative, positive or no changeatall? In today's knowncollapsing

natural / social world, there is no defensible choice other than supporting action that enables 'Net

Enduring Restorative Outcomes’, with a view to ultimately achieving a regenerative state. (KT Team —

2020)
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Notified Private Plan Change 28 Fl

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021 to:

Planning Administrator

Nelson City Council
te kaunihera o whakatú
 

 

 

RMAPlan Submissions Nelson City Council OFFICE USE

Freepost 76919 — |

PO Box 645 Submission No:POA
Nelson 7040 -

(Hand delivery or Courier to: Date Received Stamp:

Ground Floor, Civic House, 110 Trafalgar St, ¢ E eLOL (
Nelson 7010 or (OL

 Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in    subjectline) Objective No:AZ), $603

on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

 

to the Nelson
Resource Management Plan
 

Submitter Details

    

  

Full Name

Organisation
 

 

  
Contact

Person

 

  

 

 

Phone number

  

Postal address  
  

Council Hearing

support
O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submission in a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission maybelimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

lamll amnot [LI directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

___10/12/21
 

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter -required submission )
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelatesto are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan

My submissionis that:
 

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedfor the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the nature ofthis valley
forever. The proposed urban developmentwould result in loss of open spacein the city’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much more

likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more
urban sprawlis allowed. Thereis sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthis

site.

4. Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a

flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana,habitat value and natural

character of these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentation of the river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological

changes and pollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new suburb will cause long-

term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimmingholes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitaitributaries
andtaonga species. The valueofthe site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could havesignificant

adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction traffic
and newresident's vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private
cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The developmentrequires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adversevisual impactonthecity’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable andinequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within KakaValley/Bayview

would be processed withoutnotification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the development not being specified or supported by technical information atthis stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

12.additional here:
 

| oppose the Private Plan Change Y

 

The decision | seek from the Council is that:  Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
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RMA Submission Form for Publicly

Notified Private Plan Change 28 FL

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021to:

Planning Administrator

Nelson City Council
te kaunihera o whakatü
 

 

 

RMAPlan SubmissionsNelson City Couneil OFFICE USE

Freepost 76919 y z

PO Box 645 Submission No:=20
Nelson 7040 -

(Hand delivery or Courier to: Date Received Stamp:

Ground Floor, Civic House, 110 Trafalgar St, 7 c |

Nelson 7010 or [O HA T LO

Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in
subjectline) Objective No: A DONC | Y

on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

     

 

to the Nelson
Resource ManagementPlan
 

Submitter Details

 

   

  

Full Name

Organisation  

 

 

Contact

Person  

 

 

Phone number  
Postal address  

  
Council Hearing

X support
(If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission please complete the

following;

|! aml] amnot DU directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name andaddressis required to be madepublicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

 

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalfof submitter -required)
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Changethat my submissionrelates to are as follows
(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan
 

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

Reasons:

As local landowners weagree with the stance taken by the Save the Maitai campaign and the reasons

that have beenlisted from them in the points 1-11 below. However we have a few additional points we

wouldlike to see considered.

Firstly, we also recognise that the Maitai Valley will eventually have some more developmentin it. The

key to successful outcomesthoughis that any future developmenthas to be done in a mannerwhichis

sympathetic to the environmentof the Maitai region andits waterways andis sustainable..

The proposed developmentis not sympathetic to the environment because

a. The proposalto place housing on theriver flats near Dennes Hole is an example of poor

planning. Thoseflats are the flood plains for the river and putting developmenton them will

remove the natural surge capacity of the land to absorb increasedriver flows in times of high

rainfall within the catchment. In addition, it can be anticipated that developmenton the reiver

flats will lead to insurance claims from flooded homes, infrastructure bills from flooded services

and health issues for thoseliving there as a result of the cold, damp microclimate on those

flood plains.

b. The numberof proposed dwellings will fundamentally alter the environmentnotonly in the

immediate surroundings, but also downstream from the immediate area. It is unrealistic to

expect no negative impacts from such a large development.

c. This proposed developmentis in stark contrast to everything the Ecosystem Restoration Plan

seeks to achieve. The developmentwill increase sediment and nutrient load on the river andits

catchmentresulting in degradation of the river ecosystem rather than improvementofit.

In addition, the loss ofsuch a peaceful and rural environmentso closeto thecity will impact generations

to come.

Below are the objections which Savethe Maitai has raised andwefully support each andevery oneof

these points in addition the ones weraise above.

We urge youto decline this application and actto preserve the environmentfor generations to come.

Gordon and Nicola Munro

313 Matai Valley Road

Nelson

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected andpreservedfor the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the nature ofthis valley
forever. The proposed urban development would result in loss of open spacein the city’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much more
likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more

urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthis
site.

4. Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a
flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural
character of these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentation of the river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological  changesand pollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new suburb will cause long-
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term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries

and taonga species. The value of the site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has
not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant

adverse impacts.

There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction tra ffic
and newresident’s vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volurne.

There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private

cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation
pathwaysrequired to achieve net zero carbon.

The developmentrequires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adverse visual impacton the city’s skyline.

The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable andinequitable.

If the Plan Change goes ahead, all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processedwithout notification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects
of the developmentnot being specified or supported by technical information at this stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

 

| oppose the Private Plan Change Y

   The decision | seek from the Council is that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined    
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RMA Submission Form for Publicly FAL

Notified Private Plan Change 28

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021to:

Planning Administrator

Nelson City Council
te kaunihera o whakatü
 

 

 

RMAPlan Submissions NelsonCity Council OFFICE USE

Freepost 76919 =

PO Box 645 Submission No: SST

Nelson 7040
é

(Handdelivery or Courier to: Date Received Stamp:

GroundFloor, Civic House, 110 Trafalgar St, le (Y y

Nelson 7010 or lo-\7.-Zo U

Email to: submissions@nce.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in
subjectline) Objective Noy\STE

    
on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

 

to the Nelson
Resource ManagementPlan
 

Submitter Details
 

Full Name Aaron Richard Stallard
 

Organisation
 

Contact

Person
 

3 Richmond Avenue, Nelson Phone number
Postal address 

021 1237099
 

  
 

Email aaron.stallard@xtra.co.nz    
 

Council Hearing

| wish to be heard in support of my submission

O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission maybelimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource ManagementAct 1991.

| could [] could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

 If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

| am] amnot UL directly affected by an effect of the subject matterof this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does notrelate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwarded to vou as well as council.

Sign here CA

2
Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: a signature is not required if you email your submission)

Date 10 Dec 2021
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Changethat my submissionrelatesto are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan
 
My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

Introduction

My nameis Aaron Stallard. I have a PhD in geology andI established a scientific editing business that

employs 30 staff and serves clients in Asia, Europe, and the Middle East.

Myancestors arrived in Nelson in 1842, and members of the family have lived here since. I have three

adult children. I am a regular user of the Maitai Valley walking and cycling tracks, and picnic and

swimming areas, adjacent to the proposed Maitahi-Bayview subdivision. Many generations ofmy family

have enjoyed the peaceful rural character of the Maitai Valley.

The peace andtranquillity, open spaces, and relatively undeveloped nature of the lower Maitai Valley are

key contributors to the physical, mental and spiritual wellbeing of the Nelson community andvisitors

alike.

Until 2019, Nelson City Council took the position of not allowing for rezoning in the Maitai Valley, on

the basis of previous public consultation. This position was reversed in 2019 based on a public

consultation that did not clearly convey Council’s intentions to the public, resulting in only four

responses(in a city of 50,000 people) to the proposal to establish developmentareas in the Maitai Valley.

These four responsesare in contrast to the nearly 13,000 people who have subsequently signed a petition

opposing the development. The Council’s inadequate consultation is currently the subject of a complaint

to the Ombudsman.

Urbanisation in the Maitai has always been opposedby the people of Nelson. The proposed subdivision is

hugely unpopularand has been progressed in a mannerthat has denied the public a say on a proposalthat

will have a hugely negative effect on the community.

I would like my children and their children to enjoy the benefits of the Maitai Valley, just as previous

generations have done. Put simply, the cost to the community of the proposed developmentis far too high

to warrantits consideration.

I oppose the private plan change.

The decision I seek from the Council concerning Private Plan Change 28is as follows:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined.

Reasons

1. Ifthere is any provision in the RMA for democratic principles, community involvementin decisions

that affect them, or due process leading to a private plan change request, then I would ask that

Private Plan Change 28 be rejected because a long-standing Nelson City Council stance of ‘no

rezoning in the Maitai Valley’, based on strong public opposition to such rezoning expressed during

a comprehensive public consultation in 2005/2006, was reversed in 2019, thereby paving the way for

the current plan change request, on the basis of an inadequate public consultation that did not inform

the public of Council’s intention to identify development areas in the Maitai Valley and therefore

received only four responses to the most controversial development of our time. The community

should be given a say in whether developmentareas should be identified in the Maitai Valley, before

an RMA hearingis held.

2. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preserved for the benefit of  current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill changethe nature of this valley forever. The 
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proposed urban development would result in loss of open spacein the city’s greenbelt, and conflict

with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai Valley are essential for people’s

health and wellbeing.

The development will create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much morelikely

to occurin future.

The developer’s claim that the prime goal of the developmentis to meet Nelson’s housing needsis

groundsforrejecting the private plan change, as Council’s own documents show that housing needs

can be met without sacrificing our last remaining undevelopedvalley that is a Significant Landscape

andis treasured for its recreational value, tranquillity, and safety from traffic and pollution ofall

kinds. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthis site.

Engineered changes to the Maitai River and Kaka Stream floodplains and Kaka Stream realignment

will impact on the mana, habitat value and natural character of these waterbodies.

Ongoing sedimentation of the river from site works over 30-40 years, plus hydrological changes and

pollutants from increased stormwaterrunoff from the new suburb will cause long-term degradation

of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued swimmingholes nearby

(including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries and

taonga species. The valueofthesite as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has not been

adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant adverse impacts.

There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction traffic and

newresident’s vehicles. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimate likely traffic volume.

There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private cars.

The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation pathways

required to achieve net zero carbon.

The development requires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adverse visual impact onthe city’s skyline.

Thefinancial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the development is unreasonable and

inequitable.

The plan change documents contain inaccuracies, overstate the benefits of the proposed subdivision,
and do not adequately considerthe negative impacts.

 

| oppose the Private Plan Change v

  The decision | seek from the Councilis that:  Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
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RMA Submission Form for Publicly

Notified Private Plan Change 28 Fl

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021 to:

Planning Administrator

Nelson City Council
te kaunihera o whakatü
 

 

 

RMAPlan SubmissionsNelsonCity Council OFFICE USE
Freepost 76919 US —

PO Box 645 SubmissionÓN7

Nelson 7040 :

(Hand delivery or Courierto: Date Received Stamp:

GroundFloor, Civic House, 110 Trafalgar St, aa

Nelson 7010 or (O - ¡120 U
 Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in _—

subjectline) Objective No:/| "7679SG 5)   
on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

 

to the Nelson
Resource ManagementPlan
 

Submitter Details

 

   

  

Full Name

   Organisation
 

Contact

Person  

 

 

  

 

Phone number    Postal address

  
Council Hearing

support
(If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submission in a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission may belimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource ManagementAct 1991.

| could]  couldnot [gaincompetition
(tick one)

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

lamll amnot C1 directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submissionthat:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

09/12/2021
 

Signature of Submitter (or person authorisedto sign

on behalf of submitter -required)
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelatesto are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined

Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preserved for the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawl!will change the nature ofthis valley
forever. The proposed urban development would result in loss of open spacein the city’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much more

likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more
urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region without this

site.

4. Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a
flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural

character of these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentation of the river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological

changesand pollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new suburbwill cause long-

term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries
and taonga species. The value of the site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant

adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction traffic
and new resident’s vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private
cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The development requires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adverse visual impact on thecity’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable andinequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processedwithout notification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the development not being specified or supported by technical information at this stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

12. additionalhere:

| oppose the Private Plan Change Y

Thedecision | seek from the Council is that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined   
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RMA Submission Form for Publicly

Notified Private Plan Change 28 Fl

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021to:

Planning Administrator

Nelson City Council
te kaunihera o whakatú
 

 

 

RMAPlan Submissions Nelson City Council OFFICE USE

Freepost 76919

PO Box 645 Submission No: S Z 33

Nelson 7040 -

(Hand delivery or Courier to: Date Received Stamp:

Ground Floor, Civic House, 110 Trafalgar St,

Nelson 7010 or O6(12 [20 ZA
 

Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in
subjectline) Objective No: Aesospun   
on ProposedPrivate Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

 

to the Nelson
Resource Management Plan
 

Submitter Details
 

Full Name Scarlett Meg O’Donnell

 

Organisation None
 

Contact} None

Person
 

12 Bankot Cresent, Ngaio Phone number
Postal address
 

Wellington 6035 021 258 1820
 

  
 

scarlett.o’donnell@student.onslow.school.nz    Email
 

Council Hearing

O | wish to be heard in support of my submission

O (If yes above) | would be preparedto consider presenting my submission in a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantage in trade competition through the submission yourright to make a
submission maybelimited by clause (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource ManagementAct 1991.

| could [] could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

|! amll amnot [I directly affected by aneffect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource
ManagementAct 1994,as any further submission supporting or opposing this submissionis required to be
forwarded to you as well as council.

Sign here Date

Scarlett O’Donnell __ 6/ 12 /2021

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: a signatureis not required if you email your submission )
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelatesto are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan
 

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedfor the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the nature ofthis valley

forever. The proposed urban developmentwould result in loss of open spacein thecity’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisationof the valley much more

likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more

urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthis

site.

4. Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a

flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural

character of these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentation of the river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological

changes andpollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new suburbwill cause long-

term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitaitributaries

and taonga species. The valueofthe site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant

adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction traffic

and newresident’s vehicles, plus through traffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private

cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The developmentrequires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adverse visual impacton thecity’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the communityof infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processed without notification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the developmentnot being specified or supported by technical information at this stage

(includingair quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

12.
 

| opposethe Private Plan Change Y

  The decision | seek from the Council is that:  Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
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RMA Submission Form for Publicly

Notified Private Plan Change 28 FL

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021to:

Planning Administrator

Nelson City Council
te kaunihera o whakatü
 

 

 

RMAPlan Submissions Nelson City Council
OFFICE USE

Freepost 76919

PO Box 645 Submission No: = 33y

Nelson 7040

(Hand delivery or Courier to: Date Received Stamp:

Ground Floor, Civic House, 110 Trafalgar St, 2

Nelson 7010 or ot | Le | 202 (
Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in  

Objective No: A2805 668 subjectline)   
on ProposedPrivate Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

 

to the Nelson
Resource ManagementPlan
 

Submitter Details
 

Full Name Grant Ronald Smithies
 

Organisation
 

 

 

Contact

Person

10 Hastings Street Phone number
Postal address

Nelson 7010 0223620304
 

  
 

grant.smithies@gmail.com    Email
 

Council Hearing

C1 | wish to be heard in support of my submission

U (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission maybe limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

I could [] could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

I am amnot U directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submissionthat:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be madepublicly available under the Resource

Management Act 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

Sign here Date 7/ 12/ 21

Grant Smithies (emailed)

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: a signature is not required if you email your submission)
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelatesto are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined

Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedfor the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the nature ofthis valley
forever. The proposed urban development would result in loss of open space in the city’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valleymuch more

likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more
urban sprawl is allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region without this

site.

4. Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a

flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural

character of these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentationofthe river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological

changes and pollutants from increased stormwaterrunoff from the new suburbwill cause long-

term degradationof the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries
and taonga species. The value of the site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisationof this habitat could have significant

adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction traffic
and newresident’s vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private
cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The developmentrequires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adverse visual impact onthe city’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processed without notification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the developmentnot being specified or supported by technical informationat this stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

12. Add any additional reasons here:

| oppose the Private Plan Change v

The decision | seek from the Councilis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
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RMA Submission Form for Publicly

Notified Private Plan Change 28 FR

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021to:

Planning Administrator

Nelson City Council
te kaunihera o whakatü
 

 

 

RMAPlan Submissions Nelson City Council
OFFICE USE

Freepost 76919

PO Box 645 Submission No: S 3 35

Nelson 7040

(Hand delivery or Courierto: Date Received Stamp:

Ground Floor, Civic House, 110 Trafalgar St, |
Nelson 7010 or ori2 202 |

Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in  
Objective No: A2Z%YOSG76 subjectline)   

on ProposedPrivate Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

 

to the Nelson
Resource ManagementPlan
 

Submitter Details
 

Full Name Josephine Cachemaille
 

Organisation
 

 

 

Contact

Person

10 Hastings Street Phone number
Postal address

Nelson 7010 0221234103
 

  
 

Cachemaille333@gmail.com    Email
 

Council Hearing

| | wish to be heard in support of my submission

O (If yes above) | would be preparedto consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission maybe limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

| could [] could not X gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the

following;

 

lamÚl amnot U directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be madepublicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

Sign here Date

Josephine Cachemaille

8/ 12/ 21
 

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: a signatureis not required if you email your submission)
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined

Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedfor the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the nature ofthis valley

forever. The proposed urban development would result in loss of open spacein the city’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much more

likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more

urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthis

site.

4. Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a

flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural

characterof these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentationof the river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological

changes and pollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new suburbwill cause long-

term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries

and taonga species. The value of the site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisationofthis habitat could havesignificant

adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from constructiontraffic

and newresident’s vehicles, plus through traffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term
alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private

cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The development requires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adverse visual impact onthecity’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processed without notification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the developmentnot being specified or supported by technical information atthis stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

12. Add any additional reasons here:

| oppose the Private Plan Change v

The decision | seek from the Councilis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined   
A2746263 Page 20f2
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RMA Submission Form for Publicly FL

Notified Private Plan Change 28
Nelson City Council

OFFICE USE te kaunihera o whakatü
Submission No:SG36

Date Received Stamp:

Objective No: A LODE i 3

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021to:

Planning Administrator

RMAPlan Submissions Nelson City Council

Freepost 76919

PO Box 645

Nelson 7040

(Hand delivery or Courierto:

GroundFloor, Civic House, 110 TrafalgarSt,

Nelson 7010 or

Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in

subjectline)

on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

 

 

 

   
 

 

to the Nelson
Resource ManagementPlan

Submitter Details

     

  

Full Name

Organisation
 

Contact

Person  

  

 

   Postal Phone number

address
   

  
Council Hearing

CO support
O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with

others making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right

to make a submission maybelimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource

Management Act 1991.

I could] couldnot [IVtrade
submission (tick one)
If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete

the following:

lamll amnot Liv directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.
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Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource

Management Act 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to

be forwardedto you as well as council.

Public information

 

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

  on behalf of submitter — NC

 

Thespecific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as

follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan

My submissionis that:
 

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined

Reasons:

 

1. The Maitai Valley's rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedfor
the benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the nature of
this valley forever. The proposed urban developmentwould result in loss of open space
in the city’s greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaces
like the Maitai Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The development will create a precedent, making further urbanisation ofthe valley

much morelikely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any

more urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region
withoutthis site.

4. Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill

create a flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana,habitat value and

natural character of these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentation of the river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus

hydrological changes and pollutants from increased stormwaterrunoff from the new

suburbwill cause long-term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect
the manyhighly valued swimming holes nearby(including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and
Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai
tributaries and taonga species. The value ofthe site as habitat (including for
pekapeka/native bats) has not been adequately investigated and urbanisationofthis
habitat could have significant adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from
construction traffic and new resident’s vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a

temporary or long-term alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and

underestimatelikely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transportwill be predominantly

private cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistentwith the

decarbonisation pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The development requires significant modification of landforms over decades, and

ridge-top buildings will have an adversevisual impact on thecity’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka
Valley/Bayview would be processedwithoutnotification to the public or affected

parties, despite critical aspects of the development not being specified or supported by    
A2746263 Page 2 of 3
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technical information at this stage (including air quality, geotechnical and downstream
flooding assessments). That approach unfairly excludes people from being involved in

decisions that may affect them.

12. additional here:

 

loppose the Private PlanChange “

 

The decision I seek from the Council is that:  Private Plan Change 28 should be declined 
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RMA Submission Form for Publicly

Notified Private Plan Change 28 FL

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021 to:

Planning Administrator

Nelson City Council
te kaunihera o whakatú
 

 

 

RMAPlan Submissions Nelson City Council

Freepost 76919 ane LEE
PO Box 645 Submission No: S337

Nelson 7040

(Handdelivery or Courier to: Date Received Stamp:

GroundFloor, Civic House, 110 TrafalgarSt,

Nelson 7010 or li | 2 [2021
Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in  

Objective No: ¡¿AZLFOGLLO subjectline)   
on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

 

to the Nelson
Resource Management Plan
 

Submitter Details
 

Full Name Caroline Holland
 

Organisation
 

 

 

 

Contact

Person

11 Win Place Phone number
Postal address

Richmond 0226752917

Nelson   
 

carolineholland@outlook.com    Email
 

Council Hearing

| wish to be heard in support of my submission

O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submission in a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission yourright to make a

submission maybelimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

| could LJ could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

[am] amnot [| directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be madepublicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

Sign here Date

_Caroline Holland 07/12/21

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: a signature is not required if you email your submission)
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submission relates to are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined

Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedfor the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawl will change the nature of this valley

forever. The proposed urban developmentwould result in loss of open spacein the city’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values, Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much more

likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more
urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthis

site.

4. Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignment will create a
flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural

character of these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentationof the river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological

changesandpollutants from increased stormwaterrunoff from the new suburb will cause long-

term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries

and taonga species. The value ofthe site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant
adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction traffic
and newresident’s vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private
cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The development requires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top
buildings will have an adverse visual impact onthe city’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processed withoutnotification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the developmentnot being specified or supported by technical information at this stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstreamflooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

| opposethe Private Plan Change Y

The decision | seek from the Council is that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined   
A2746263 Page 2 of 2



RMA Submission Form for Publicly

Notified Private Plan Change 28 FL

Nelson City Council
Return your submission by 59m on Wednesday 8 December2021to: te kaunihera o whakati
Planning Administrator  

 

 

   

RMA Plan Submissions Nelson City Council OFFICEUSE"
Freepost 76919 Submission No:S £ 2 Sy
PO Box 645 =
Nelson 7046 Date Received Stamp: >

(Hand delivery or Courier to: - | [Ground Floor, Civic House,

110 Trafalgar St, lu \a E Nelson 7010 or
Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz withPlan ZT Change 28 in subject line

Objective No:XOSÉ, WP 2 : :
 

 

on Proposed Private Plan Change n 28 Maitahi Bayview

to the à . :

Nelson esource ManagementPlan
 

Submitter Details
 

Charlotte Crottaz

N/A

Full Name
 

Organisation

Contact|} Charlotte Crottaz
 

 

 

 

Person

25 Mill Street Phone number
Postal address

Maitai 022 460 0523

Nelson 7010   
    Email charlotte.crottaz@gmail.com

 

Council Hearing

OY Iwish to be heard in support of my sumission

O (Ifyes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with others

making asimilar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to

make a submission may belimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act
1991.

| couldOI could notVgain an advantagein trade competition through this submissi

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the
following:

| amYam notLidirectly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submissionthat:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource

Management Act 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

Date

 

Signature of Submitter(or person authorised to sign on behalf of submitter
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as
follows
(pleaselist the provision(s)):

My submission relates to the whole Plan
 

My submissionis that:

| want the Council to decline the Private Plan Change 28in its entirety.
 

Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedfor the
benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the nature of this

valley forever. The proposedurban development would result in loss of open spacein the
city’s greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the
Maitai Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing and | am one person among

manyothers who would lose these benefits.

Forest Therapy is one example of the importance of green unspoiled space as describein the
paragraph below:

‘In recent years, there has been considerable and increasing attention in using the forest
environmentas a place for recreation and health promotion. This approachis called “Shinrin-yoku”

in Japan and means“taking in the forest atmosphere throughall of our senses”It suggests “forest
bathing”, which is a health promotion method that uses proveneffects of a forest environment, such

as relaxation, that can improve the health of the body and mind. In accordance with the
accumulation of data, the idea of “forest therapy” has been proposed. Evidence-based “forest
bathing (shinrin-yoku)” seeks preventive medical effects to improve weakened immunefunctions
and prevent diseases by achieving a state of physiological relaxation through exposureto forest-
origin stimuli.

2 Engineered changesto the Maitai Riverfloodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill

create an increasedfloodrisk for downstream residents.

| am oneof those residents. My houseis located just behind the stopbank. Recently | saw a picture
dating before the construction of the stopbank with my house flooded because of heavyrain; not
very pleasantto look at. Since the construction of the stopbank, no more flooding where

experienced where my houseis located. However, | am terribly afraid if something is changed
upstream from my houseto the course of the Maitai river that flooding could be an occurance again
specially with the climat change andits reoccurring heavyrainfall. Therefore, | hope the Maitai
developmentwill never happen for my peace of mind.

3 There will be significant safety issue, noise pollution andair pollution if the Maitai

developmentis going ahead.

The roadtraffic due to the construction of the development andlater due to the circulation of the
residents of the Maitai development, which is on the otherside of the river from my house,will

create a lot of noise pollution andair pollution which will have a significant impact on my wellbeing.
Every day | enjoy the quietness of my place which| chosefor exactly this reason. It would be very
stressfull for me to haveto live with these pollutions or as an alternative to move from here.

4 As arate payer and voter for the actual membersof the City Council | feel bad to know that
the City Council wants to approve this development. To know that some people notso well
off (low social economical) will still pay a lot of money for a housethatis located in a place
wherethereis very little sun specially in winter feels moraly and ethically terribly wrong.
This development should never be accepted.

 

| oppose thePrivate Plan ChangeY
 

The decision | seek from the Council is that:  Private Plan Change 28 should be declined  
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RMA Submission Form for Publicly

Notified Private Plan Change 28 FL

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021to:

Planning Administrator

Nelson City Council
te kaunihera o whakatü
 

 

 

RMAPlan Submissions Nelson City Council
E

Freepost 76919 en eae

PO Box 645 Submission No: 3227

Nelson 7040 -

(Hand delivery or Courier to: Date Received Stamp:

Ground Floor, Civic House, 110 TrafalgarSt, 2

Nelson 7010 or o7 | 12 [20 (

 Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in

subjectline)  Objective No: A 23056492.  
 

on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

 

to the Nelson
Resource ManagementPlan
 

Submitter Details
 

‘Full Name James Boyd Austin
 

Organisation
 

 

 

Contact

Person

61 Shelbourne Street Phone number
Postal address

Nelson 7010 032655041
 

  
    Email

|

Jobaustin@gmail.com
 

Council Hearing

O | wish to be heard in support of my submission

O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submission in a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission may belimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

| could [] could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

| am] amnot directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwardedto you as well as council.

Sign here Date

___J B Austin

_07/12/2021

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: a signature is not required if you email your submission) 
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan
 

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preserved for the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the nature ofthis valley
forever. The proposed urban development would result in loss of open spacein the city’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The development will create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much more

likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more

urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthis

site.

4. Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a

flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural

characterof these waterbodies. |

5. Ongoing sedimentation of the river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological

changesandpollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new suburb will cause long-

term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued
swimming holes nearby (including DennesHole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries

and taonga species. The value of the site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant

adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction traffic

and newresident’s vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private

cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The developmentrequires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adversevisual impacton thecity’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processed withoutnotification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the developmentnot being specified or supported by technical information at this stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

12. Ifgrowth and urban sprawl are inevitable the the land should be acquiredfor a park.
 

| opposethe Private Plan Change Y

  The decision | seek from the Council is that:  Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
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Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021to:

Planning Administrator

Nelson City Council
te kaunihera o whakatü
 

 

RMAPlan SubmissionsNelson City Council OFFICE USE

Freepost 76919

PO Box 645 SubmissionLeEO

Nelson 7040  

(Handdelivery or Courierto: Date Received Stamp:
GroundFloor, Civic House, 110 TrafalgarSt, E (

Nelson 7010 or | 0 -\ lyO UU
Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in -
subjectline) Objective No:/\ZSÍOSo eo
on ProposedPrivate Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

    
 

to the Nelson
Resource ManagementPlan
 

Submitter Details

    

  

Full Name

Organisation
 

  

  
Contact

Person

 

  

  

 

Phone number

 

Postal address  
  

Council Hearing

Cx support
O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantage in trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission maybelimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource ManagementAct 1991.

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

lamll amnot [IX directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and |

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource

Management Act 1991, as anyfurther submission supporting or opposing this submissionis required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

10/12/20121
 

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter -required submission )
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelatesto are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan
 

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preserved for the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the natureofthis valley

forever. The proposed urban developmentwould result in loss of open spacein the city’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much more

likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more
urban sprawlis allowed. Thereis sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthis

site.

4. Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a

flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural

character of these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentation of the river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological

changesandpollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new suburbwill cause long-
term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries

and taongaspecies. The value ofthe site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could havesignificant

adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction traffic

and newresident’s vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private
cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The developmentrequires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adverse visual impact on thecity’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processed withoutnotification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the developmentnot being specified or supported by technical information atthis stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that mayaffect them.

12. additionalhere:
 

| opposethe Private Plan Change Y

  Thedecision | seek from the Council is that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined  
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RMA Submission Form for Publicly FL

Notified Private Plan Change 28
Nelson City Council

 

 

 

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December2021to: te ksunihera o whakato

Planning Administrator

RMA Plan Submissions Nelson City Council
Freepost 76919 OFFICE USE

PO Box 645 Submission No: 33Ü (

Nelson 7040

(Handdelivery or Courierto: Date Received Stamp:

GroundFloor, Civic House, 110 TrafalgarSt,

Nelson 7010 or 07 (| 202\

Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in

subjectline)

 

Objective No: A 2805 74.4.  
 

on ProposedPrivate Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

 

to the Nelson
Resource ManagementPlan
 

Submitter Details
 

Full Name

|

Desrae Anne Burke
 

Organisation
 

 

 

Contact

Person

14 Freyberg Avenue Phone number
Postal address

Stoke 7011 0226218792
 

  
    Email |dla45615@gmail.com
 

Couneil Hearing

Xx | wish to be heard in support of my submission

a (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission yourright to make a

submission maybelimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource ManagementAct 1991.

I could [] could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

Il amll amnot U directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be madepublicly available under the Resource

Management Act 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submissionis required to be

forwardedto you as well as council.

Sign here Date

D-

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: a signatureis not required if you email your submission)
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Thespecific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan
 

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

1.

10.

11.

12.

Reasons:

The MaitaiValley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedfor the
benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the nature of this valley

forever. The proposed urban developmentwouldresult in loss of open spacein the city’s
greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much more

likely to occurin future.

Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more
urbansprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthis

site.

Engineered changes to the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignment will create a
flood risk for downstreamresidents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural

characterof these waterbodies.

Ongoing sedimentation ofthe river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological
changesandpollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new suburbwill cause long-
term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries
and taonga species. The value of the site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has
not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant

adverse impacts.

There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from constructiontraffic
and newresident’s vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term
alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private
cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

The developmentrequires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adverse visual impacton the city’s skyline.

The financial cost to the community ofinfrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.

If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview
would be processed withoutnotification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the developmentnot being specified or supported by technical informationat this stage
(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach
unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

Add any additional reasons here: This has been a beautiful reserve area since | can remember

and should be left as one. Thereis less and less area beingleft for reserve in the Nelson area
andthis has always been seen as an untaochable area but now for someonesprofit you want to

destroy this beautiful area. Not an acceptable outcomefrom mypointof view.
 

| opposethe Private Plan Change Y

  The decision | seek from the Council is that:  Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
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Notified Private Plan Change 28

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021to:
Planning Administrator

Nelson City Council
te kaunihera o whakatü
 

 

 

RMA Plan Submissions NelsonCity Council OFFICE USE
Freepost 76919 = -

PO Box 645 Submission No:SY?
Nelson 7040 -

(Hand delivery or Courierto: Date Received Stamp:
GroundFloor, Civic House, 110 TrafalgarSt, E71
Nelson 7010 or Ó pes \ 7 wl 0 a

 
Email to: submissionsOncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in - =
subjectline) Objective No: ZUTIOS =T SO

on ProposedPrivate Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

  
 

 

to the Nelson
Resource ManagementPlan

Submitter Details

     

    

Full Name

Organisation
 

Contact

Person

 

  

 

Phone number

 

Postal address  
  

Council Hearing

X support
(If yes above)| would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission yourright to make a

submission maybelimited by clause6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource ManagementAct 1991.

| could] couldmot DIcompetition
(tick one)

If you could gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

 

I amll amnot U] directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be madepublicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1994,as anyfurther submission supporting or opposing this submissionis required to be

forwardedto you aswell as council.

here Date 10% December 2021

PAL—

Signature of Submitter (or personCIE toD

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: À i eq a k
A2746263 Page 10f3

 



 

Thespecific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Changethat my submissionrelates to are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan
 

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

1.

 

Reasons:

The Maitai Valley's rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedfor the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the nature ofthis valley
forever. There are already more than adequate developmentsites already identified in and
aroundNelsonto achieve high growth in the region over the next 30 years; the proposed

developmentin the Maitai Valley is unwarranted. In 1918, Nelson City Council won a long battle

to take someofthe land that would be affected by the currently proposed development

(including two of the swimmingholes) for public recreation. Thesepartsoftheriver arestill

valued by Nelsonians more than 100 years later - even though the Council doesn't appear to

agree.

The development will create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much more
likely to occurin future. This developmentwouldbethe thin end of the wedge, and would
undoubtedly result in further development, probably including commercial outlets such as a

supermarkest, shopping & leisure centres, petrol stations and so forth creeping upthe valley in

time. We are already seeing this in other valleys around Nelson and Richmond.

Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more
urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region without this
site; it seems as though everywhere onelooks in 2021 there are earthmovers hard at work,

ripping uphillsides and former paddocks to create new subdivisions. The subdivisionsthatwill
provideinfill housing (such as on the hillside above Victory, for example) do not contribute to
urban sprawloverall as they are already surroundedbyexisting suburbs. Pushing outinto the

Maitai Valley is a completely different proposition, however, and should notbe allowed.

Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a

flood risk for downstream residents and impacton the habitat value and natural character of

these waterbodies.

Ongoing sedimentation oftheriver from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological

changesandpollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new suburbwill cause long-
term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect Nelson Haven and the many
highly valued swimming holes nearby(including Dennes Hole, Black Hole andGirlies Hole)
where our daughter used to swim andpicnic with her friends during her years at high schoolin

Nelson. Once the Maitai Valley swimming holes have been destroyed by urban development,

there will be no natural river swimming holes available to Nelsonians within easy
walking/cycling distance ofthe city centre.

The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries

and taonga species. Thevalueofthe site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has
not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant

adverse impacts.

Therewill be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from constructiontraffic

and newresident’s vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimate likely traffic volume.

The developers would haveus believe that the residents of their propsed developmentin the

Kaka Valley will walk or cycle to work and school - really? While some may indeed do so, the

overwhelming number of families with young children are far more likely to use one, or possibly

two vehicles per householdto get in and out of Nelson, particularly when the weatheris

inclement.I’ve often walked this route and wouldn’t wantto doit on a rainy morning with a

couple of unwilling children in tow, to be droppedat school on my wayto work, It would take me

a good 40 minutesto get from the proposed developmentsite to central Nelson onfoot in those

conditions.

There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private

cars. If public and school bus services are implementedto service the propsed development,

this will add to heavy traffic/pollution along Nile St to and from the city centre - it is a lose/lose

situation.  
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10.

11

12

The developmentrequiressignificant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adverse visual impact on the city’s skyline.

If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview
would be processedwithout notification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects
of the developmentnotbeing specified or supported by technical information at this stage
(includingair quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach
unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

| do not believe claims that this developmentwill address the ‘affordable housing’ concerns that
face notonly this region, but New Zealand as a whole. Nelson-Tasmanis rapidly becoming

covered in new developments where moderate houses, packed cheek-by-jow! with their

neighbours, sell for upwards of $800,000.This is not affordable for many people.If there are

cheaper homesin the lowerpart of the development, they maybe in the frost shadow ofthe

Centre of NZ hill which overlooksthis valley and will get preciouslittle sunshine in the winter

months;less than ideal.

The MaitaiRiverValley is the last remaining greenspaceoffering a natural environmentthatis
easily walkable for people of all ages and abilities from the centreofthe city (it’s flat, whereas

manyof Nelson’s walks are perpendicular). The Brook Valley has The Brook Waimarama

Sanctuary, but this is only open to the public on certain days of the week. Where elsewill

Nelsoniansbe ableto walk, run, cycle, excerise dogs, let children look for kingfishers and
conkers, swim with the ducks andpicnic by a rushing river, sketch, paint the hills and

photograph the changing seasons within easy reach of the city centre? The answeris nowhere.

A selection of photographsof the area in question can be viewed here.
 

| opposethe Private Plan Change v

  The decision | seek from the Councilis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined  
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Notified Private Plan Change 28 BL

Nelson City Council
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OFFICE USE

Submission No: S 2343

Date Received Stamp:

OT (12. (2024

 

 

   Objective No: AQ8057SQ

Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021 to:

Planning Administrator

RMA Plan Submissions Nelson City Council

Freepost 76919

PO Box 645

Nelson 7040

(Hand delivery or Courier to:

GroundFloor, Civic House, 110 Trafalgar St,

Nelson 7010 or

Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in

subjectline)

on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

 

 

to the Nelson

 

Submitter Details
 

Full Name Julie-Anne Stuart
 

Organisation
 

Contact self

 

 

 

Person

Postal address 1/3 Tory St Phone number

Maitai 226350087

Nelson 7010   
    Email dharastuart@outlook.com
 

Council Hearing

CI | wish to be heard in support of my submission

xO (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission may belimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource ManagementAct 1991.

| could [] could not XU gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

| aml] amnot [U] directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information
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5343
Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

Sign here Date 07/12/2021

___electronically sited and signed

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: a signature is not required if you email your submission)
 

 

The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows
(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan
 

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined   
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Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley's rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedfor the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the nature ofthis valley

forever. The proposed urban development would result in loss of open spacein the city’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much more

likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more

urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region without this

site.

4. Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a

flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural

character of these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentation ofthe river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological

changes and pollutants from increased stormwaterrunoff from the new suburb will cause long-

term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries

and taonga species. The valueof the site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant adverse

impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction traffic

and newresident’s vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transportwill be predominantly private

cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The developmentrequires significant modification of landforms over decades, andridge-top

buildings will have an adverse visual impact on the city’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processedwithout notification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the developmentnot being specified or supported by technical information at this stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

12, Add any additional reasons here: | opposethe plan changeforall of the above sound reasons.

Additionally as a Mental Health Practitioner (Clinical Psychologist) , | oppose the plan change on

the less visible but no less important grounds of loss of mental health amenity to Nelsonians,

should the plan change go ahead. There is no doubt that the Maitai valley has large effect sizes

in promoting community mental health. The researchin this area is now able to isolate and

documentthe powerful effects of accessible urban green space on mental wellbeing. Two such

papers are listed below. The bodyofliterature in this area is very large and is has now reached

the status of accepted science. Individuals have less mental distress, less anxiety and

depression, greater wellbeing and healthier cortisol profiles when living in urban areas with

more greenspace comparedwith less greenspace. Large differences in disease prevalence are

reported when comparing residents of very green and less green settings, even after controlling

for socioeconomic status. Cities in Europe are returning areas to green space based on this

literature. Here in Nelson it appears that the plan to rezone the Maitai would removea heritage

green area in which the Nelson populace has sought peace since the inception of the city - and

turn it onto another suburb. Yes there will be bike paths and so on, yes perhaps the

environmental damageto the river can be mitigated (but | doubtit), however the very nature and

characterof the Maitai as a tranquil green place, largely free of urban structures andtraffic,

would be gone. This green spaceis one which people accesseasily via active transport rather

then their cars - making it equitable and availableto all levels of society. It is impossible to say

that this will not be destroyedif the plan change goes ahead, andit becomesfilled with traffic,

houses, and residents. And it would beirreversible.

13. To bring my submission into people terms, | was walking my dog in the Maitai valley last week

and cameacross andelderly couple sitting by the river with a fold out table complete with table

cloth, napkins, and an elaborate picnic lunch. | stopped to chat and they told methis was their

51st anniversary lunch. They said that they do this every year because they metin the Maitai

valley as teenagers, swimming at Dennes Hole. On the same day | saw a local school at Sunday  
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l opposethe Private Plan Change v

 

The decision | seek from the Council is that:

  Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
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Return your submission by 5pm on Wednesday 8 December 2021to:

Planning Administrator

Nelson City Council
te kaunihera o whakatü
 

 

 

RMAPlan Submissions Nelson City Council
Freepost 76919 OREEFUSE
PO Box 645 Submission No: 53Qu

Nelson 7040

(Hand delivery or Courier to: Date Received Stamp:
Ground Floor, Civic House, 110 Trafalgar St, o1( 12120 21

Nelson 7010 or

 Email to: submissions@ncc.govt.nz with Plan Change 28 in
subject line)  Objective No: N 2TOS% 25  

 

on ProposedPrivate Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview

 

to the Nelson
Resource ManagementPlan
 

Submitter Details
 

Full Name Martin Anderson
 

Organisation
 

 

 

 

Contact

Person

71 Halifax Street East Phone number
Postal address

The Wood 021 157 2530

Nelson 7010   
  Email marty.anderson11@outlook.com  
 

Council Hearing

CI | wish to be heard in support of my submission

Oo (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantage in trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission maybelimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource ManagementAct 1991.

| could [] could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

 

l amO amnot Ll directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

onO al 202|
Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: a signature is not required if you email your submission)
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelatesto are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan
 
My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 
Reasons:

The proposed developmentwill negatively change forever the natural skyline as seen from the

Centre of NZ, the Nelson CBD and numerousother vantagepoints. The noise, traffic and other

negative impacts of construction would ruin the opportunity for quiet enjoyment of a walk along

the Maitai River, to the Centre of NZ and on other well-used and well-loved local trails. The

duration of construction, and therefore of the disturbance, would last decadesby the

developers’ own estimation.

My opposition to the plan change is not a NIMBYreaction. |am a renter. | am not simply

protecting the view from my upmarket homein the valley. On the contrary, | feel firsthand the

difficulties of the local housing market. This development will do nothing to solve that. Despite

claims of building some “affordable” homes, the forecasted base prices for house and land

packagesare anything but, and the ridgeline homes that promise to be part of the

development have negative visual and “sense of place” impacts for almost everyone while

benefitting a very small handful of wealthy buyers.

This proposed development would be a loss for Nelson’s character and would take away some

of the very reasons people decideto live here. Let’s not be the Shortsighted Little City. Let’s live

up to our owntalk and be a smart one. 

| oppose the Private Plan Change v

 

The decision | seek from the Councilis that: Private Plan Change 28 should be declined   
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Freepost 76919 OFFICE USE

PO Box 645 a

Nelson 7040 Submission No: GS 2 US

Date Received Stamp:

on Proposed Private Plan Change 28 Maitahi Bayview OT | 12 | 202 |

to the Nelson Resource Management Plan Objective No: N28058 3 |

Submitter Details

Full Name Axel Burkhard KNAUER

Organisation

Contact Person} Axel Knauer

Postal address 12 Westerham Place Phone number

Nelson 7010 021-1080016
 

  
    Email aknauer93@gmail.com
 

Council Hearing

Y I wish to be heard in support of my submission

Y (If yes above) I would be preparedto consider presenting my submission in a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission yourright to make a

submission may belimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

I could U] could not J gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission (tick

one)

If you could gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission please complete the following:

I am] amnot [l directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does notrelate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource Management Act

1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be forwarded to you as well as

council.

Sign here Date

Zam Nelson, 07/12/2021

Signature ofSubmitter (or person authorised to sign

on behalfofsubmitter - NOTE: a signature is not required ifyou email your submission)
 

 

The specific provisions ofthe Proposed Private Plan Change thatmy submission relatesto are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

  Whole Plan
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My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preserved for the benefit of

current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the nature ofthis valley forever. The
proposed urban development wouldresult in loss of open space in the city’s greenbelt, and conflict
with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai Valley are essential for people’s
health and well-being.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much morelikely
to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more urban
sprawlis allowed. Thereis sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthissite.

4, Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a flood

risk for downstreamresidents and impact on the mana,habitat value and natural characterofthese
waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentation ofthe river from site works over 30 — 40 years, plus hydrological changes

and pollutants from increased stormwater runofffrom the new suburb will cause long-term
degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued swimmingholes
nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries and
taonga species. The value ofthe site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has not been
adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction traffic and
new resident’s vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term alternative to
SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private cars.
The development's transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation pathways
required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The developmentrequires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top
buildings will have an adversevisual impactonthecity’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis unreasonable and
inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview
would be processed withoutnotification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects of
the developmentnot being specified or supported by technical information at this stage (including air
quality, geotechnical and downstreamflooding assessments). That approach unfairly excludes
people frombeing involved in decisions that may affect them.

12. Having this valuable recreational natural resource at our doorstep makes Nelson a unique,
attractive and desirable placeto live. This advantage would belost forever.

13. With growing inequity and the resulting need for denser urbanliving in New Zealand, easy andfree
access to public recreational space will become increasingly important. Outdoors activities are
proven to be beneficial in combatting general- and mental health issues.
 

I opposethe Private Plan Change Y

 

The decision I seek from the Councilis that: Private Plan Change 28 should be declined   
A2746263 Page 2 of 2
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Contact
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ER O21617 381 |
NelSoir FOL |

_Email tr ditthaas @SpNLHZ |
Council Hearing

O | wish to be heard in support of my submission

O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submission in a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the submission yourright to make a

submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource ManagementAct 19911.

I could U] could not L] gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the
 

following:

1 aml] amnot C1 directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwarded toyaas well as council.

Sign here
     sr

Signature of Submitter (or person authorised to sign

Date

D December2o2!

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: a signature is not required ifyou email your submission )
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows
(please list the provision(s)):

Whole Plan
 

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

Reasons:

1, The Maitai Valley's rural character and amenity should be protected and preservedforthe

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawl will change the nature of this valley
forever. The proposed urban development would result in loss of open spacein the city’s
greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai
Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much more

likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more
urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region without this

site.

4. Engineered changes to the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a
flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural
characterof these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentationof the river fromsite works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological

changes and pollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new suburb will cause long-
term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued
swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries
and taonga species. The value of the site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant

adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from constructiontraffic
andnewresident's vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term
alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private

cars. The development’s transport andbuildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways requiredto achieve net zero carbon.

9. The development requires significant modification of landforms over decades, andridge-top
buildings will have an adverse visual impact onthecity’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable. |

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead, all future subdivision andbuildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview
would be processedwithout notification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects
of the development not being specified or supported by technical informationatthis stage
(including air quality, geotechnical and downstreamflooding assessments). That approach
unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

12. Add any additional reasons here:
 

| oppose the Private Plan Change Y

 

The decision | seek from the Council is that:  Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

A2746263 Page 2 of 2
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Submitter Details
 

Full Name Stan van Uden
 

Organisation
 

 

 

 

Contact

Person

243 St Vincent St Phone number
Postal address

Toi Toi 021 1711 491

Nelson 7010   
 

Email stanvanuden@gmail.com    
 

Council Hearing

| wish to be heard in support of my submission

(If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submission in a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantage in trade competition through the submission yourright to make a

submission may belimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource ManagementAct 1991.

| could [] could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the

following:

|! aml] amnot [I directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be made publicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be

forwarded to you as well as council.

Sign here Date

Stan van Uden 07/12/2021

Signature of Submitter (or person authorisedto sign

on behalf of submitter - NOTE: a signatureis not required if you email your submission)
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submissionrelates to are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan
 
My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

1.

Reasons:

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

10.

11.

12.

The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preserved for the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawl will change the nature ofthis valley

forever. The proposed urban development would result in loss of open spacein the city’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much more

likely to occurin future.

Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more
urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthis

site.

Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a

flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural

characterof these waterbodies.

Ongoing sedimentation of the river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological

changesandpollutants from increased stormwaterrunoff from the new suburb will cause long-

term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries
and taonga species. The value of the site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant

adverse impacts.

There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction traffic
and newresident’s vehicles, plus through traffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private

cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

The development requires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adverse visual impact on thecity’s skyline.

Thefinancial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.

If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processed withoutnotification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the developmentnotbeing specified or supported by technical information at this stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

High densith housing within or close to the innercity area of Nelson is a far better way to house

large numbersof people close to the city, reducing the need for urban sprawl and removing the
needfor high increasesin traffic volume. Highdensity innercity housing also helps to bring a city

backto life, much needed in Nelson.
 

| opposethe Private Plan Change Y

  The decision | seek from the Council is that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined   
A2746263 Page 2 of 2
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O | wish to be heard in support of my submission
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making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person who could gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to make a _

submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

| could [] could not gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission

(tick one)

If you could gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission please complete the
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| am] amnot [U] directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Public information

Please note that your name and addressis required to be madepublicly available under the Resource

ManagementAct 1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be
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Sign here Date
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submission relates to are as follows ds 4
(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan

My submission is that:
 

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined
 

Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley's rural character and amenity should be protected and preserved for the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the nature ofthis valley
forever. The proposed urban development would result in loss of open spacein the city’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much more
likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more

urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthis
site.

4. Engineered changes to the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a

flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural
character of these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentation of the river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological

changesand pollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new suburb will cause long-
term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai tributaries

and taonga species. The value ofthe site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant
adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction traffic
and newresident’s vehicles, plus through traffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimate likely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private

cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation
pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The development requires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adverse visual impact on thecity’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis
unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processed withoutnotification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the developmentnot being specified or supported by technical information at this stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach

unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

12. This project is driven by developers whose primary concern is making profit, but the project

doesnotfit with the government's aim of increasing density in urban areas. It is also runs
counterto the climate changepolicy in thatit will increase the traffic on narrow roads. Every

homethere will have at least 2 vehicles. Build in town.

13. Hundredsof locals andvisitors use the Maitai daily for recreation. That will be spoiled by a
continuous stream oftraffic.
 

| opposethe Private Plan Change Y

 

The decision | seek from the Council is that:  Private Plan Change 28 should be declined 
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Council Hearing

[wish support
O (If yes above) | would be prepared to consider presenting my submissionin a joint case with others

making a similar submission at any hearing

Trade Competition

If you are a person whocould gain an advantagein trade competition through the submission your right to make a

submission may belimited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource ManagementAct 1991.
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If you could gain an advantagein trade competition through this submission please complete the
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| am amnot directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.
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The specific provisions of the Proposed Private Plan Change that my submission relates to are as follows

(pleaselist the provision(s)):

Whole Plan

My submissionis that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined

Reasons:

1. The Maitai Valley’s rural character and amenity should be protected and preserved for the

benefit of current and future generations. Suburban sprawlwill change the natureofthis valley

forever. The proposed urban development would result in loss of open spacein thecity’s

greenbelt, and conflict with recreational values. Undeveloped green spaceslike the Maitai

Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

2. The developmentwill create a precedent, making further urbanisation of the valley much more

likely to occurin future.

3. Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted before any more
urban sprawlis allowed. There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region withoutthis

site.

4. Engineered changesto the Maitai River floodplains and Kaka Stream realignmentwill create a

flood risk for downstream residents and impact on the mana, habitat value and natural

character of these waterbodies.

5. Ongoing sedimentation of the river from site works over 30 - 40 years, plus hydrological

changesandpollutants from increased stormwater runoff from the new suburb will cause long-
term degradation of the Maitai River. This will adversely affect the many highly valued

swimming holes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole) and Nelson Haven.

6. The developmentis contrary to the strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitaitributaries

and taonga species. The value ofthe site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has

not been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant
adverse impacts.

7. There will be significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts from construction traffic

and new resident's vehicles, plus throughtraffic if this becomes a temporary or long-term

alternative to SH6. Traffic assessments are incomplete and underestimatelikely traffic volume.

8. There are no existing public transport routes, meaning transport will be predominantly private
cars. The development’s transport and buildings are not consistent with the decarbonisation

pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

9. The developmentrequires significant modification of landforms over decades, and ridge-top

buildings will have an adverse visual impacton thecity’s skyline.

10. The financial cost to the community of infrastructure to support the developmentis

unreasonable and inequitable.

11. If the Plan Change goes ahead,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka Valley/Bayview

would be processed without notification to the public or affected parties, despite critical aspects

of the developmentnot being specified or supported by technical information at this stage

(including air quality, geotechnical and downstream flooding assessments). That approach
unfairly excludes people from being involved in decisions that may affect them.

12. Given that Ngati Kuia have an interest in this whenua, it makes sense to not undertake

residential development. Their urupa lie on this whenua.

| oppose the Private Plan Change Y

The decision | seek from the Council is that:

Private Plan Change 28 should be declined   
A2746263 Page 2 of 2
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Council Hearing

e I wish to be heard in support ofmy submission

S350
(0 -ıTWU

A 2HIS40S

e I could not and will not gain any advantage in trade competition through this

submission

e Iwill sustain a trade disadvantage if the proposed plan change is approved

e Should any part PPC28 proceed in any form to resource consent stage I would like to

be notified of such applications and have opportunity to submit.

Submission

1. Introduction

Mynameis Gareth Powdrell, I grew up in Nelson and work in primary health care.

I frequently visit the valley walking tracks and river for exercise and recreational use

Za The decisions 1 seek from the Council concerning Private Plan Change 28

are:

a. The PPC28 should not be permitted.
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b. All that land from the uppermostridgeline of the Malvern/Atawhai slopes that is

part of the Kaka River/Maitai river catchment should not be permitted to be

rezoned.

Reasonsfor the decisions sought

3. Failure to meet sound planning objectives

3.1 PPC28 promises good environmental outcomes but provides no certainty that

these outcomes will be achieved. The Structure Plan approach leaves a large number

of matters to be determined at the subdivision/resource consent stage. A proposal of

this magnitude with such profound and widespread environmental and social impacts

must provide clarity on these matters in order to ensure that the zoning decision is

appropriate. This applies in particular to biodiversity corridors, earthworks and

structures on geotechnically-challenged land, landscape values and visual impacts of

earthworks, vegetation clearance and structures, traffic and air quality impacts on

adjoining residents, preservation of natural character of waterbodies, protection of

wetlands, and flooding impacts. Information is lacking on water supply and watertake

reduction measutes.

4. Water catchment and waterbody degradation

4.1 The proponents state in the PPC28 Executive Summary that “Particular care

and attention has also been given to the adoption of sensitive environmental design

principles to achieve the goals of Te Mana o te Wai.” This does not corelate to the

construction work proposed. The developers intend to cut into the bank of the Maitai

River, extensively excavate the lower part of the floodplain and raise the upperpart.

They also planto artificially contain and change the course of Kaka Stream and

discharge stormwater from the huge subdivision into the Maitai river very close to a

popular swimming hole. They seek to undertake these invasive earthworksto prevent

the Maitai river from inundating its natural floodplain, and in orderto raise up several

hectares of the site to make it suitable for a proposed high density ‘village’.
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4.2 Radical modification of the Maitai River andits floodplain from their natural

form constitutes modern disrespect for the river and does not recognise Te Manao te

Wai.

4.3 The proposalto cut into the bank of the Maitai River beside Dennes Hole,to

extensively excavate the lowerpart of the floodplain will have adverse effects on

natural character. These have not been assessed by the proponent and the extent of

the earthworks adverse effects has not been assessed. It is not acceptable to leave

environmental assessments to the subdivision stage.

4.4 The proposed realignment of the Kaka Stream will adversely affect natural

character. The subdivision layout is premised on this realignment being authorised by

consents, which are unlikely to be forthcoming given the direction of the NPSFM and

NES-F.

4.5 Ongoing sedimentation ofthe river from site excavation, roading and

construction works over more than 20 years; hydrological changes from impervious

surfaces and engineered river management/catchment changes, and household

pollutants from the new suburb will cause long-term degradation of the Maitai River.

Noneof these works constitute sensitive environmental design. The effects of

substantive construction on this scale are likely to adversely affect the waterin highly

valued swimmingholes nearby (including Dennes Hole, Black Hole and Girlies Hole)

and Nelson Haven.

4.6 Provision for fish passage has not been secured andthe effects of large-scale

land excavation on water-based wildlife has not been sufficiently assessed. However,

it is accepted scientifically that sediment is a major degrader of waterbody ecology.

4.7 The adverse effects of suburban construction in this area will work to the

detriment of other projects in the area. The Maitai Valley catchmentis a significant

environmental and recreation area that has received substantial governmentfunding.

In July 2020 the Ministry for the Environmentallocated $1.7 million funding over

five years to Project Mahitahi to improve the health of the Maitai River. A further $2

million wasallocated by the Department of Conservation, for ecological restoration of

the Maitai in September 2020. Most restorative work is being done by the Council

and volunteers to reach these goals. These facts attest to the special status of the area
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and the high value that central government, local government and the Nelson

community place on the area that will be diminish underthe impacts of the PPC28.

4.8 PPC28 contravenes NCC’s strategy of ecological restoration of the Maitai’s

tributaries (Project Mahitahi). One of the Council's Biodiversity Strategy objectives

is ‘protecting and restoring alluvial, riparian and coastal ecosystemsof the Maitai

Valley’. Kaka stream is a tributary of the Maitai. Project Mahitahi is working

towards improving catchment water quality and improving habitat. This proposed

subdivision will produce multiple sources of pollutants that will have negative

impacts on taonga species such as koura/freshwatercrayfish, tuna/eels and

inanga/native fish.

5. Land-based biodiversity loss

5.1 The value of the site as habitat (including for pekapeka/native bats) has not

been adequately investigated and urbanisation of this habitat could have significant

adverse impacts. PPC 28 does notprotect at risk wetlands vegetation and native

species within them.

52 The proposed development seeks to conquer rather than respect the site’s

environmental constraints relating to terrestrial biodiversity. Biodiversity corridors

are inadequate to ensure connectivity between significant natural areas (SNAs), and as

a result will adversely affect the ecological functioning of adjacent SNAs.

5.3 Ataminimum, the muchlargerbiodiversity corridors set out in Appendix 1 to

Council’s letter dated 3 August 2021 should be applied. It is unrealistic to expect that

effective biodiversity corridors will be achieved at the subdivision consent stage as

proposed in the proponents’ responseletter. The location of biodiversity corridors

should be clearly specified in the Structure Plan at this stage.

6. Landscapeandvisual amenity threats

6.1 The developmentrequires significant modification of landforms over decades,

and ridge-top buildings will have an adverse visual impact onthe city’s skyline from
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many kilometres away. Associative values for the site are very high and have not been

adequately considered by the proponents.

6.2 The full extent of earthworks has not been assessed, however, given the

geotechnical challenges associated with the northern part of the site, earthworks are

likely to be significant. Building construction zones sketched in PPC28 will require

large-scale modification of landforms. These can currently be seen in the adjoining

Bayview subdivision that has the appearance of an opencast mine. Landscape and

visual amenity effects of construction earthworks are significantly adverse therefore

these should be rigorously assessed

6.3 The location of stormwater storage and pumping is unclear — a site near the

road by the Maitai Cricket Ground has been suggested. The potential effects

(including odour) if the infrastructure breaks down have not been assessed. The

substantial risks of environmental damage from a subdivision ofthis size warrantfull

risk assessment and environmental crisis managementplans.In this area thereislittle

offered in PPC28.

7. Unresolved Geotechnical risks

7.1 The proponents have not demonstrated that areas of “high geotechnical risk”

proposedfor residential development can be developed safely. It is acknowledged

that this will require a detailed geotechnical assessment that has not yet been

provided. This information should not beleft to the subdivision stage, whenitis

critical to determining whether the PPC 28 zoning is appropriate, and whether

indicative infrastructure e.g., roads can proceed as planned.

8. Negation of public consultation

8.1 Permitting PPC28 will seriously negate public consultation in an area of high

public use. The public have not been asked if they agree to this site being developed

into a large suburb. If permitted,all future subdivision and buildings within Kaka

Valley/Bayview would be processed without notification to the public orto affected

parties, despite critical major aspects of the development not being specified or

supported by technical informationat this stage (including air quality, geotechnical
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and downstream flooding assessments). That approach unfairly excludes people from

being involved in decisions that may adversely affect them. This is a substandard

planning protocol for such a major proposal that adversely affects several thousand

nearby residents.

9. Unintegrated and unsustainable development

9.1 PPC28purports to be an integrated and sustainable development close to

Nelson City Centre. However, the proposal seeks to develop a new suburb in an

isolated area that is not well integrated into the city’s urban boundary and cannot be

integrated without majorinfrastructure development.

9.2  PPC28 is not a sustainable development as it proposes, among other adverse

effects, to build on a flood plain, reconstruct a river and stream, and there is evidence

that greenfield developments produce net carbon load increases that exacerbate global

warming.

9.3 The proposed suburbis not directly or immediately linked in any way to

existing residential areas. The closest housing areas by road are approx. 1km away.

Historical records show both the Nelson City Council and large sections of the Nelson

community were invested in preserving this area in perpetuity for recreationaluse.

9.4 PPC28it provides little evidence that the large-scale development of 750

homeson a disconnected land island will not have massive detrimental effects on the

quality of life for people living in adjoiningareas.It treats the area concerned “asif ”

the effects of development can be contained “on site,” as if the site was separated

from adjacent and adjoining areas, when manyof the adverse effects such as traffic

clearly cannot. This isolated Greenfields approach doesnotfulfil contemporary

planning models for integrated sustainable development.

10. Loss and degradation of public amenity
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10.1 The area named ‘Maitahi’ is a south-facing valley, currently rurally-zoned,

bordering large public recreation reserves within the Maitai Valley, which is Nelson’s

premium recreation and leisure area. This area is highly valued and used by the

community forits rural amenity and peaceful nature, secluded from, yet close to the

urban environment. This destination provides equitable access for everyone.

Bytreating the land in questionasif it is an island where development willhave few

consequences for surrounding areas PPC28 minimises the fact that its cumulative

adverse effects will negatively impact on the peaceful and easily accessible amenity

values present in immediately adjoining spaces.

10.2 The proposed suburban developmentwill result in loss of open space in the

city’s greenbelt, and conflict with the current recreational values that large numbers of

locals and visitors alike enjoy e.g., walking, running, mountain biking, picnicking,

river swimming, sports, community activities and social & family events.

10.3 The 2015 River Users Survey prepared for Nelson City Council assessed use

of the Maitai river for a range of purposes including walking, swimming, looking at

the water, kayaking, jumping off the bridge, fishing, fossicking etc. Of 418 people

surveyedat the Maitai in 2015, 75% were from Nelson, and of those, only 10 (i.e.,

4%) were from “Maitai”. The remaining 25% were: 5% from Tasman, 5% from other

parts of South Island, 5% from the North Island, 10% from overseas. The

significance of the Maitai to the people ofNelson (beyond immediate residents)is

reflected in those findings.

10.4 On the Maitai River survey, 29% of survey respondents were visiting alone

(compared with 3% on the Roding River in Aniseed Valley) — this mostlikely reflects

the excellent accessibility of the Maitai, which people can visit spontaneously. In

contrast, for a river like the Roding, visiting is more of an event that requires time,

transport, and other preparation, therefore people are more likely to visit that river in

groups on less spontaneousvisits.

10.5 418 intercept survey respondents were asked to name their best and worst

aspects of both rivers via an unprompted open question. For the Maitai River, its calm

or peaceful nature and its proximity to town appealed. The accessibility of the Maitai

7
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River and its scenic qualities were its top ‘best aspects’. Undeveloped green spaces

like the Maitai Valley are essential for people’s health and wellbeing.

11. Floodingrisk, loss and degradation of flood plain

11.1 The developers propose to modify the Maitai River beside Dennes Hole, and

to extensively excavate the lowerpart of the floodplain. To mitigate against flooding,

it is intendedto artificially raise the floodplain. This would displace the flooding

problem downstream towards Nelson’s CBD. Tonkin & Taylor acknowledgesthat

further modelling of this option is needed to demonstrate downstream effects but this

is proposed to occuras part of future resource consent applications. This does not

provide adequate confidence that the rezoning proposed by PPC 28is appropriate and

achievable. The inherent flood risk makes Mahitahi a substandardsite for

development with the potential for poor social and environmental outcomes.

11.2 Tonkin & Taylor’s mitigation modelling is based on limited and outdated data

whichis insufficient for such a major plan change request.

11.3 Narrowing the floodplain combined with increased stormwaterrunoff from the

new suburb, would vastly increase sedimentation run off. Mitigation options are not

secure thereforeit is likely that sediment will contaminate the Maitai.

11.4 Climate changeis already bringing more severe weatherevents, flooding, and

erosion. It is now globally accepted cities are facing increased dangerofflooding.

PPC 28 has not adequately considered climate change in its assessment of

hydrological changes.

11.5 Effects on the natural flow regime of Kaka Stream and Maitai River have not

been adequately assessed.

11.6 The developmentis inequitable, placing lower-cost houses in areas of higher

flooding risk. The lower-value housing in the proposal will be in the coldest dampest

darkest part of the valley subdivision. Building affordable houses on flood plainsis

both unsustainable and inequitable because it leaves lower income homeowners in
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potentially dangerous circumstances with rising insurance costs (or uninsurable

homes) and depreciating house values. In a climate-challenged world we should be

intensifying and using land for food production, thus building on analluvial flood

plain is plainly unsustainable.

11.7 Despite mitigation measures building on a floodplain is not a sustainable

practice and is no longer recommended. Internationally experts are advising against

new developments on floodplains.

11.8 The undercutting and infilling of the floodplain, and the increase in runoff

from the massive amount of impervious surface in the suburb will bring polluted

water that will degrade the ecology, habitat and the recreational values of adjoining

areas of the Maitai River. The PPC28 anticipates stormwater runoff will increase due

to the increase in impervioussurfaces, but does not accountfor its downstream

environmental effects.

11.9 The PP28 doesnotassess the effects of construction on sediment runoff

effects into the Maitai River. It is likely that the huge on-site earthworks over many

years and the construction of the external pipework neededto service the subdivision

will cause long-term sediment and pollutant degradation to the Maitai River ecology.

11.10 Construction and hydrological modifications will artificially modify

catchment water flows and affect adjacent swimmingholes including Denne’s Hole,

Black Hole and Girlies Hole. These areas are hugely popular with people ofall ages.

11.11 The development doesnot respect the taonga of the Maitai River catchment

and is contrary to the substantial NCC and community strategy of ecological

restoration of the catchment. The value ofthe site as habitat (including for

pekapeka/native bats) has not been adequately investigated and urbanisationofthis

habitat could have significant adverse impacts.

12. Adverse transport andtraffic impacts
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There is much missing or inaccurate information in PPC28 concerning transport

andtraffic. Due to this PPC28 minimises the potential adverse effects that would

be produced. Missing or inaccurate areas include the following:

A modeshift plan and transport emissions impact assessmentis required to

indicate how the PPC28 would achieve lower vehicle emissions in the long

term and how walk/cycle and public transport accessibility would be the more

attractive, preferred transport modeforall residents of the PPCR.

An evaluation of expected walk/cycle and public transport users from the 750

dwellings, taking into consideration the numberand location of various

dwellings within the PPCR,their elevations and route/mode choices/journey

times to central Nelson.

The provision for a public transport service (or equivalent) and the potential

funding mechanismsto deliver these services, noting Policy 1(c) and Objective

3(b) of the National Policy Statement on Urban Development Capacity (NPS-

UDC), and NRMP DO13A.5.1(f) of the Nelson Resource Management Plan.

An assessmentof the increased traffic noise, vibration, pollution at Branford

Park, the Maitai Cricket Ground, Waahi Taakaro Reserve, various swimming

holes and walking and cycling tracks.

A comprehensive assessment of the current vehicular and active transport

network safety and capacity deficiencies from the PPCR to central Nelson,

noting the Transportation Infrastructure report, March 2020 by Traffic

Concepts is not included in the PPCR.

A detailed schedule of improvements for roading, active transport and public

transport facilities and services, and when they would be completed (in terms

of PPCRstaging) as: -

(i) proposed by Council and included in their Long Term Plan, and

(ii) proposed by the PPCR,and

confirm which improvements proposed by Council are included as part of

development contributions.

10
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g. It appears there are several specific dispensations proposed as part of the PPCR

from the Nelson Tasman Land Development Manual (NTLDM). These have

the potential to impact potential active and public transport modes. The PPC28

should advise what dispensations have already been agreed, and clearly

indicate what further dispensations would be requested.

h. The PPC28has inaccurate and insufficienttraffic count detail. With reference

to the 19 July 21 to 13 Aug 21 traffic count it should advise where the count

waslocated, the numberand type of dwellings within the catchment and an

assessment ofhow typical the demographicsof the residents are in relation to

those expected within the PPCR.

i. An assessment of existing summertraffic (including heavy commercial

vehicles), parking and active mode use in the Maitai Valley should be provided

to assess traffic flows more accurately.

j. Information to support the statement in section 9.2 (TIR, January 21) that there

would be an increase in future movements up the Maitai Valley.

k. Robust analysis is not provided of the Gibbs Bridge and Ralphine Way

intersection, taking into account the Sunday Hole car park at Waahi Taakaro

Reserve in termsof traffic and active modes, turning, queuing and safety.

l. Evidence of any specific community engagementrelating to any proposed on-

street parking loss between the PPCRand central Nelson has not been

provided.

12.2 PPC28figures are based on an unrealistic traffic count of6 trips per household

perday, rather than the NZTA Waka Kotahi accepted standard of 10.7. Therefore,

traffic flows in and out of the valley are likely to increase by between 7-8000are trips

per day. This serious inaccuracy underestimates therefore negates the ruinoussocial

and environmental impacts arising from morerealistic traffic flow projections. Traffic

increases in the order ofNZTA’sstandard will have major congestive effects on the

Nile St — Collingwood intersection, nearby linkage streets such as Milton St,

Brougham St, Van Diemen ST, Tasman St and others nearbystreets.

11
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12.3 Being a semi-isolated valley and not on a current public transport corridor,

there are no existing public transport routes, transport will be predominantly by

private cars, as is the case in other similar Nelson suburbs.

12.4 An additional 7000+ vehicles per day from the development will contribute to

significant loss of amenity in areas with particularly high recreational use/values such

as Branford Park, Maitai Cricket Ground, Waahi Taakaro Reserve, swimmingholes,

walking and cycling tracks).

12.5 In addition, the increased congestion will put pressure on parking within Maitai

Valley (including around the Maitai Cricket Ground and Branford Park), and to on-

street parking on roads towards central Nelson, and in the CBD which are already

oversubscribed.

12.5 The heavy vehicle traffic required to develop a semi-isolated valley suburb

will cause significant safety, noise, air pollution and climate impacts for adjacent and

nearby streets. Over many years, during construction, extra traffic will increase the

risks to cyclist, motorcyclists and pedestrians.

12.6 The pressure on linking roads such as Nile St, Collingwood St, Milton St,

Brougham St and others will increase surface and edge deterioration. No assessment

of increased road damageorthe required maintenance and improvements nordetails

ofwhen these would be undertaken has been provided.

12.7 PPC28 will cause additional carbon emissions, contrary to New Zealand’s

commitment underthe Paris Agreement, the Council’s declared Climate Emergency

and Council’s Regional Land Transport Plan. Greenfield development transport

requirements, coupled with baseline standard buildings are not consistent with the

decarbonisation pathways required to achieve net zero carbon.

12.8 The traffic associated with an influx of around 2-2500 new residents will

produce excessive noise and air pollution. It will degrade the existing good quality air

and low noise quality currently experienced by residents living on Nile St, Collingwood

St and others living on areas such as the slopes above these adjoiningstreets.

12
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12.9 PPC28raises the potential for the current one-way Gibbs Bridge needing to be

replaced and other major roading upgrades. The proponenthasnot anticipated the

effects of this due to underestimating vehicle movements.

12.10 Waka Kotahi NZTAsees the Kaka Valley roading infrastructure as a potential

alternative transport route should State Highway 6 be temporarily closed and

suggests this could becomea regular or even permanent highway route. No

assessment of the impacts of Kaka -Maitai Valley becoming a temporary or

permanenttransport route for throughtraffic have been completed. This is potentially

a majorstrategic transport decision that would have massive detrimental effects on

existing road networks and the communitiesliving on them.

12.11 The route in andoutofthis satellite development passes schools,

kindergartens, established communities, andis entirely unsuitable as an alternative

state highway oras a major network highway.If the road is used as an alternative

route for state highwaytraffic, the adverse effects identified in this submission will be

worsened by an order of magnitude.

12.12 The characteristics giving high quality experience to the recreational activities

enjoyed by thousandsof people in adjacent areas are predominantly, peacefulness,

quietness, spaciousness and natural features. The influx of around 2500 people and

associated traffic movements will completely degrade the social and recreational

experiences currently available in the area.

12.13 Based onthe low use of existing commuter cycleways in Nelson and the

distance involved ( 5-6km to Nelson CBD)it is unlikely that active commuter

transport modeswill be substantially taken up by residents in this proposedsatellite

suburb. The distance places the development within cycling distance for the very

keen, however, the same proximity of other suburbs to Nelson CBD hasnotcorrelated

to increased uptake in active transport modes.

12.14 NCCStatistics show most people will not commute 5-6km to Nelson CBD.

Only 4% of kiwis identify as committed bicycle commuters. This fact and the

NZTAstandard of 10.7 trips / household / day indicates that PPC28 will generate

additional 7000 daily vehicle movements which will cause serious congestion,

13
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increase road hazards, and substantially increase air and noise pollution in the Maitai

and in nearby areas where the vehicles will travel.

12.15 There are no existing public transport routes in the vicinity and none are

planned. The unexamined transport andtraffic flow faults in PPC28 will

exponentially increase pressure on parking in the CBD and existing link roads which

are not designed for large increases in traffic. This will weaken NCCprojects to

makethe innercity more pleasant and vibrant, and denigrate the quality of life for

those on the CBDs second tier suburban link roads.

13. Excessive air and noise pollution

13.1 There will be adverse noise and air quality impacts from 750 houses plus

associated traffic within Kaka Valley and in Maitai Valley, Hanby Park and Nile,

Tory, and Pitt streets. The proponent has not undertaken any modelling or assessment

of these impacts. As well, the potential for additional solid fuel burnersisstill

available in Nelson East airshed which would add to the deterioration of the area.

13.2 Aijr pollution caused by the increase in traffic will adversely affect the Maitai

Valley recreation areas, Hanby Park, Collingwood St, Nile, Tory, and Pitt streets and

others. This pollution will add to carbon emissions, contrary to New Zealand’s

commitment underthe Paris Agreement, the Council’s declared Climate Emergency

and Council’s Regional Land Transport Plan.

13.3 Noise effects include permanent loss of tranquillity and rural/open space

amenity. Traffic noise, ongoing for ever, ifPPC28 proceeds, will annihilate the

characteristics that make the family recreational opportunities of the lower Maitai so

special.

13.4 Multiple noise sources, from cars, heavy construction machinery (as already

seen on Bayview development ), motorbikes and general suburban noise from lawn-

mowers, leaf-blowers, tradesmen working etc..will degrade the areas peaceful and

tranquil ambience.

14
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13.5 The absence of intense suburban developmentin the area and the fact that it is

not a transport corridor are important factors that give the area its special peace and

tranquillity, qualities rarely found within 6km of a town centre. This is why over 12

000 people signed a petition to leave the area with rural zones.

13.6 The areais visible from the iconic and internationally famous Centre ofNew

Zealand viewpoint and from some walking track leading there. The huge landscape

and landform modifications and buildings will destroy the pleasant spaciousrural

eastern view andreplace it with urban views. In addition, the Maitai Valley Road will

often be busy with traffic and the noise rising up to the lookout will denigrate the

quiet experience of those at the lookout.

14. Historical & Cultural significance

14.1. Iwi havehistorical links with the area through pakohe(argillite), food, and

travel. There were many Maori kainga (settlements) in parts of the valley and a Ngati

Kuia burial groundis sited on Kaka Hill. Link to John Mitchell video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nUv3sgbwlo&t=5s

14.2 The high value of the Maitai has been recorded by the Nelson community

from early colonial days through to the present day. In the past, citizens lobbied the

Council to preserve the area and makeit a reserve. In 1918 land was taken underthe

Public Works Act including Dennes, Sunday and Black Holes, and 16 acres of prime

flat land designated as the Maitai Reserve. The NCC has undertaken manyactivities

since 1918 to preserve and enhancethe reserve status of areas adjacent to the

proposed subdivision.

15 Resource Management (Enabling Housing Supply and Other

Matters) AmendmentBill

15.1. Approving PPC28 opensthe door for unconstrained developmentin an area

cherished by thousandsof people for its tranquil recreation opportunities. The

Governmentis introducing new medium density residential standards (“MDRS”)

through the Resource Management (Enabling Housing Supply and Other Matters)

Amendment Bill. The MRDScanapply to Tier 2 urban environments (including

15



Nelson). In this case Council cannot prevent development up to the higherdensities of

the new MDRSunless “qualifying matters” apply. This meansthat up to three houses

can be built on most sites within a residential zone without a resource consent. If this

wasto proceed the degradingeffects on the Maitai catchment would renderfutile the

best efforts currently underway to restore the catchments ecological health. If

permitted rezoningthis site as residential provides for a level of future development

well beyondthat anticipated in PPC 28. The character of the Maitai Valley will be

lost forever.

16. Planning regulations and effects

16.1 The maximumdensities anticipated in PPC 28 may be increased over time in

order to meet the intensification requirements of the NPSUD. Oncethis area becomes

zoned for residential development, a policy imperative would be created to intensify

further, with less regard for adverse environmental impacts as quality environments

will have already been urbanised. The first steps towards this can be seen in the step

that Council has taken, without adequate consultation, to identify nearby Orchard

Flats for urban development.

16.2 PPC 28 does not give effect to the NPSUD.In particular:

“Well-functioning urban environments that enable all people and

communities to provide for their social, economic and cultural wellbeing will

provide protection for greenspace close to the urban environment. Erosion of

greenspace through urban sprawlinto the last remaining areas of existing

rural/recreational characteris contrary to Objective 1.

16.3 The location of PPC 28 does not meetthe criteria in Objective 3 of the

NPSUD.

16.4 PPC 28 will not support reductions in greenhouse gas emissions andis not

resilient to current and future effects of climate change as sought by the NPSUD.

17. Housing supply

17.1 PPC 28 has beenincorrectly rationalised on overstated projections for housing

demand. The Housing Bottom Line included in Nelson City Council’s Housing and

Business Capacity Report dated July 2021 (HBA)is based on an inherently flawed
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methodology for population projection. Council”s methodology fails to meet the

requirement of the NPSUD Guide on Evidence and Monitoring. Consequently, the

Housing Bottom Line cannotberelied on, and neither can information that relies on

the Housing Bottom Line including graphs in the HBA that purport to show the

intersection point when the “demand”for housing exceeds its “supply” (Figures 1, 23

and 25). This includes Figure 25, which suggests the future date by which the

intersection of demand and supply of housing might occurif the Maitahi Bayview

developmentis included on the supply side. As the Housing Bottom Line is based on

a flawed population projection it cannot be used as valid information to support PPC

28.

17.2 Opportunities for intensification of existing built areas should be exhausted

before any more urban sprawlis allowed into unconnected rural areas suchasthis.

There is sufficient land for housing in the Nelson region without sacrificing a site

which will denigrate an area already utilized by many people for other valuable

purposes.

17.3 Nelson's average population growthrate in the last 10 years was 1.6% per

year, the same as for NZ as a whole. The long-term population growth rate for

Nelson (1996-2020) is 1.2% per year, slightly below the New Zealand average. As

the Housing and Business Capacity Assessmentfigures show, even without the

Maitahi subdivision, Nelson & Tasman have capacity for sufficient housing until

2039/40. By this stage, other developmentstrategies including the intensified urban

development provided for in the Resource Management (Enabling Housing and other

matters) Bill 2021 will have taken effect, without the loss ofNelson’s greenspace.

17.4. Nelson City Council policies prioritise intensification over greenfields

development (NUGS, FDS). PPC 28is not intensification; it would be a greenfield

subdivision on rurally-zoned land disconnected from the urban border.

18. NationalPolicy Statement for Freshwater Management 2020

(NPSFM)

18.1 PPC 28 does not give effect to the following section of the NPSFM 2020:

a. Substantial engineered changesto the Maitai Riverflood plains;

b. Realignment of Kaka Stream;
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c. Increased impervious surfaces and associated changes in hydrology and
quality of stormwater;

d. Failure to adequately and comprehensively identify and protect natural

wetlands.

18.2 Asa result PPC 28 will not give effect to:

a. the fundamental concept of Te Mana o Te Wal;

b. the requirement to manage freshwater in an integrated “whole-of-catchment”
way including with regard to effects on receiving environments;

Cc the requirement for no further loss of natural inland wetlands;

d. the requirementto protect the habitats of indigenous freshwaterspecies.

18.3 The PPC28 has not comprehensively identified wetlands within the area

proposed for rezoning. While the developers say that this can occurat a later stage

through subdivision consent, it is likely that areas zoned residential will be treated as

“plan-enabled” for the purposes of wetland protection rules, giving the development

priority over retaining wetlands. As result, it is important that wetlands are

identified and given protection at the zoning application stage.

19. Draft National Policy Statement on Indigenous Biodiversity

(NPSIB)

19.1. Although this documentis not operative, it is relevant to consideraspects of

the draft NPSIB. PPC 28is not consistent with the protection of SNAs, ecological

connectivity and biodiversity maintenance anticipated in the draft NPSIB.

20. Nelson Regional Policy Statement

20.1 PPC 28 will not give effect to the following parts of the Nelson Regional

Policy Statement:

a. DHI urban expansion. This section is underpinnedbythe principle that future

development needs to meet identified minimum environmental standards. PPC 28

does not meet these standards, and thus does not constitute urban expansionthat is

anticipated or provided for by the RPS.

b. DHspecifically directs decision-makers to have regard to community

expectations when determining the extent and location ofnew urban development.
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There is a long-standing community view that the Maitai Valley should not be used

for urban development and should be preserved forits rural and recreational character.

Council has received multiple submissions and petitioners making this point. A

petition presented to NCC was signed by over 12,000 people who opposed rezoning

land in Kaka/Maitai Valley for urban development.

c. The Nelson Urban Growth Strategy 2006 concluded, after widespread and

robust consultation, that future residential zoning should not be provided for in the

Maitai Valley. Although the Future DevelopmentStrategy identified Kaka Valley as

a location for urban development, it was produced through a flawed consultation

processthat did not clearly identify “Kaka Valley” as being within Maitai Valley, and

did not involve direct consultation with Maitai Valley residents. A legal challenge to

the Future Development Strategy remains under consideration, but has not proceeded

on the basis that Council has already commenced consultation on a replacement

Future Development Strategy in accordance with the NPSUD.

d. The NAl Amenity objective is specific and directive. Amenity is to be

preserved or enhanced. The visual, noise, air quality and traffic effects of PPC 28

mean that it does not preserve or enhance the amenity of the Maitai Valley.

e. NA2 Landscape Values and Natural Features specifically identifies loss of

landscape values from urbanintensification as a key issue. The provisions in NA2

relating to landscape are specific. Landscape value are to be protected. Development

which detracts from landscape and amenity values afforded by gateways between

urban and rural areas and different landscape units is to be avoided. The Koka Valley,

and the area along Maitai Valley Road, is such a gateway. The general rural

landscape values of the proposedsite and the landscape values ofparts of the wider

area are also not protected by the proposal, in particular through development

(earthworks, vegetation clearance and buildings) in backdrop and skyline areas. PPC

28 is not consistent with the outcomes sought in the RPS.

f. WAI and WA2. Theseprovisions are important because the PPC will affect

the kaka stream and significantly alter the floodplains of the Maitai River. Under the

RPS,protection of riparian marginsis required, public access should be maintained,

and anything happening on land needsto ensure that water quality and life supporting
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capacity is maintain or improved. The extent of engineering worksplus changesin

stormwater quality and quantity are inconsistent with WA1 and WA2.

21. Nelson Resource Management Plan (NRMP)

21.1. PPC 28 will not implement the objectives and is not consistent with the

policies of the NRMP,in particular but not limited to landscape objectives and

policies and protection of a green belt between the Maitai Valley and Nelson’s urban

area (Policy DO15.1.3, DO19 and DO17.1.2). DO15.1.3-rural greenbelt Adverse

effects on existing rural character and amenity values should be avoided, remedied or

mitigated in The Maitai Valley.

21.2 The proposed urbanization of Kaka Valley will inevitably result in degrading

the water quality downstream of the subdivision. This directly contravenes the

objectives of the NRMP 10.19

22. Draft Nelson Plan

22.1 Nelson wason the verge of notifying the new Nelson Plan (NP), until a

decision to pause its release in late November. The direction of the Nelson Plan is to

provide for stronger protection of freshwater, natural character of waterbodies and

protection of ecosystems compared with the older operative planning documents. The

extent of earthworks, engineered changesto floodplains and stream alignment and

sedimentation effects associated with PPC 28 are contrary to the direction indicated in

the Nelson Plan.

23. Relief

23.1 Decline PPC 28.

24. If PPC28 is recommended,require the following information

before further decision:

a. Complete full air quality impacts, including for adverse effects from traffic

from the subdivision and from Atawhai.

b. Flood risk modelling.

c. A detailed geotechnical assessment of areas of high geotechnicalrisk.
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Pekapeka survey.

Accurate, best practice demographic projections.

If PPC 28 is recommended makethe following changes:

Apply residential zoning only to the Bayview land on the northern side of the

Bayview ridgeline. This will protect the amenity character, catchment water

values, landscape and recreational values of the Kaka/Maitai Valley and the

social values of nearby areas that would be spared hugetraffic effects.

Delete all provisions specifying non-notification of future consent

applications.

Apply development contributions to recoverthe full costs of infrastructure

required for the subdivision which should be borne by the developers,

including downstream requirements such as replacement of Gibbs Bridge,

reconfiguration of Clouston Intersection, traffic signals on Nile Street and all

walking and cycling connections.

Require provision for walk, cycle and public transport facilities with full

walk and cycle connectionsto the city at the outset of the development1.e.,

not delayed by staging.

Prevent use of solid fuel burners, including low emission burners.

No modification permitted of the Maitai flood plain or river bed/banks.

No realignment of Kaka Stream permitted

No housing permitted to be constructed on the floodplain.

Require prevention of sediment entering all waterbodies from construction and

earthworks.

Require waterbody quality protection to the highest possible evidenced design

and require the highest possible extent of filtration to be applied to all

stormwater entering waterbodies.

Require protection of swimming holes from contamination by sediment and

other waterbody pollutants with measures such as: Minimum 100m riparian
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planting. No landform modification of river bank at Dennes Hole, and no

unfiltered storm-water discharge. No loss of visual amenity at swimming

holes.

Require retention/restoration of indigenous vegetation/habitat in biodiversity

corridors and upperreaches of Kaka Hill as proposed by Nelson City Council

in Appendix 2 to the letter of 3 August 2021.

Require building designs to incorporate carbon zero standards.

Require improvedriparian planting along all waterways to a minimum width

of 50 metres.

Incorporate plan rules requiring no dogs, cats, or pests suchrats, rabbits or

mice are to be kept by ownersoroccupiers of properties within the PPC 28

area.

Require riparian planting along all waterways to a minimum width of 50

metres.

Require covenant against further urban intensification in Kaka Valley

Gareth Powdrell

10 December2021
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